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Back to Normal ... Almost

n  By Publisher/Editor 
   Capt. Bill DePriestFROM THE BRIDGE

As the world rights itself, the fishing has 
really taken off. People are back out at 
restaurants and bars, amusement parks 

are opening, and life seems to be getting back 
to normal. Along with that come more and 
more anglers ready to board sport boats to go 
chase fish.

The early run of smaller bluefin showed up fast and furious, chasing 
surface plugs and producing quick limits for the guys in fast boats. The 
seabass has just started to take off as I am writing this. The yellowtail 
bite kicked off with a great showing at San Clemente Island earlier this 
month as well. Things definitely are looking up for our fishery, and 
again the rumor of albacore keeps hovering around 2021. Furthermore, 
the return of the anchovy will boost our local fishery and hopefully 
bring back some old friends.

This Meet the Fleet June issue is one of my favorites every year. It 
brings me back to some of the best memories of my past. Cheeseburgers 
that taste better than any others on earth, the camaraderie of a 
group of fishermen and women cheering on each other or even the 
togetherness of feeling the pain of a tough trip. 

The years that I grew up fishing sport boats, I honestly didn’t think 
there could be anything much cooler for me than being a captain of a 
sport boat. I can remember my first tuna trip out of San Diego like it was 
yesterday - watching the crews and passengers offload, the entire fleet 
pulling in, engines roaring ready to reload and run again that night. 

There were smiles all around as the yellowfin bite was in full swing. 

There wasn’t much that could wipe those 
smiles off the guys’ faces, even the tough 
weather they might have encountered the 
previous day. There was something in the 
air. It was like the Las Vegas of fishing, the 
big leagues.

As time has gone on, we have really 
learned to appreciate those private 
charters with friends, co-workers and 
family. The offerings available on our 
coast are endless. Whether you are 
looking to take out an office staff of 30 
folks or prefer a small four-pack group of 
close friends or family, it is available. 

This is why we put together this issue 
every year - to help you locate the boat 
that works best for your group, be it a 
local Catalina charter from Long Beach, 
a white seabass trip to fish the Channel 
Islands or a tuna charter from San Diego’s 
fleet. There are options for everyone, 
and I would invite you to check out the 
Southern California sportfishing fleet as it 
is the largest and best in the world. 

Make it a plan this year to take a group 
of people out fishing on one of the local 
boats, whether it’s a private charter or an 
entertaining open party trip. Don’t miss 
out, you won’t be disappointed. n



USCG Licensed Captain Bill DePriest / P.C.S. Editor and Publisher 

Charters
Pacific Bills

PRIVATE FULL DAY 
EDUCATIONAL CHARTERS (Our boat or yours) 
• Fish the Kite for big tuna 
• Fish the downrigger for pelagics
• Rig and troll Ballyhoo for local marlin/pelagics
• Set up on spots and read your electronics

“Join us to catch big fish and be able to do it on your own when you are done”

  PRIVATE 
  FISHING CHARTERS

Swordfish - Trophy Bluefin
• Full day at:
• Catalina • San Clemente Island
• Inner banks • Outer banks

Offering private charters for the following: 

• 35 years fishing experience • Licensed and Insured
• 22 years experience running boats off Southern California

www.PacificBillsCharters.com

Located in Newport Beach, Ca
Book today, call:
Captain Bill at (949) 735-3271

Now Booking 2021 Bluefin And Swordfish Prime Dates 
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What are
your thoughts?
Send your thoughts, opinions, ideas 
and requests to George Kramer, 
GKramer@PCSportfishing.com

THE CHUMLINE

was very nice. Those guys do a great job for all of us 
fishing local and long range.

~ A.R. Miller
Encinitas

Subsistence Anglers
and MPA’s

I too have thought about “subsistence” non-sport 
fishermen or participants around local MPA’s and 
frankly, anywhere a “food source” might exist. From 
reading Capt. David Bacon’s “Informed Angler” in the 
May issue, I see I’m not the only one. Of course, I’m 
going to call CalTip if I see someone in his 20-foot 
Bayliner with all the electronics, bagging short calicos 
or rockfish anywhere on the coast. But if I see some dad 
and kids bringing in three questionable sized rockfish in 
a rusty skiff, I don’t want to be the hunger police. In the 
subsistence one, it might look better like this: Maybe a 
cautionary word from us directly: If that situation comes 
up, it is a good way to educate.  

~ David Smith
Ventura

Editor’s Note—You bring up a good point. One person’s 
desire to follow the rules is opposed by both scofflaws and 
folks just trying to get by. It may be patently false to believe, 
“Everyone knows the rules,” just as it would be to say, 
“Everyone has Flat Falls in their boat.” 

Deep Jigging in Shifts
I’m not sure you could get a bunch of strangers 

to follow “the plan” of taking shifts on the rail and 
jigging for tuna, but it sounds good. (Deep Jigging for 
Nighttime Bluefin, May 2021) It will probably take a few 
buddies working together and talking it up. Of course, 
if something works, then what the writer Bob Hoose 
describes in the article should put some meat on the deck.

~ Dale Benson
Via email

‘What’s In Your Tank?’ 
a Good Read

Good article, catchy title last month with “What’s 
in Your Tank?” by Capt. Bob Woodard. I’m not sure I 
remember an article that took on such an array of bait 
tank-related tips—especially for those of us who run 
our own boats. I really liked the reminder about caring 
for your bait on the run out to the grounds or islands. 
Sure, you may be able to beat the fleet out there, but 
will you also beat up your bait? And the caution about 
protecting your in-slip bait supply from the “dogs” that 
raid us in every harbor? Definitely worth a second read.

~ Bill Maelin
Via email

The Saltwater Magazine for America’s West Coast and Beyond
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Celebrating

37 
Years!

The Road Less Traveled:
The Long-Awaited 
Completion of Mex. 5 

Fair Fight:
Beat the Tackle Overkill

Jigging Techniques
for Catching Bluefin ... After DarkWhat’s In 

Your Tank?
CHUM! What 
Really Makes 
a Good Trip is 
the Live Stuff

Bait Hauler Tribute too…
Thanks for the “What’s in Your Tank?” article in 

May issue of PCS. I know it was mostly about bait 
from the receiver to boater aspect but giving props to 
Everingham Bros. for getting that bait to the receivers 



8770 Caliente Rd. Hesperia, CA  92344      Ph. 888.947.8337      Fax 760.947.8332      
www.SkipJackYachts.com

8770 Caliente Rd. Hesperia, CA  92344      Ph. 888.947.8337      Fax 760.947.8332      
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Various Tuna Tower Configurations Available!Various Tuna Tower Configurations Available!

SkipJack Now Offering “Ready-to-Go” Sport Fishers
With Unmatched Factory Designed Features Built-in!
Bait Tanks Unequaled by any Other Sport Fishing Boat

SkipJack Now Offering “Ready-to-Go” Sport Fishers
With Unmatched Factory Designed Features Built-in!
Bait Tanks Unequaled by any Other Sport Fishing Boat

Specifications
 

Fuel Capacity          580 gals.
Approx. Range                     400 miles
Water Capacity         100 gals.
LOA                  40’9”
BeamBeam                13’- 8”
Salon Headroom         6’- 5.5”
Flush Cockpit Area       120 sq. ft.

Features
 

Tournament Style Bridge
High Bow Rails w/Sport Fish Pulpit
Four X-Large Bait/Fish Tanks Built-in
Top Speed 40 mph approx. (1,300 hp)
Expandable ‘Glass’ DisplayExpandable ‘Glass’ Display
9 kw Diesel Generator
Sleeps 4+ with Air Conditioning
Optional High-Cap. Pump for Tuna Tubes
Four Twin-Diesel Options
Flush Windlass System
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Four X-Large Bait/Fish Tanks Built-in
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Sleeps 4+ with Air Conditioning
Optional High-Cap. Pump for Tuna Tubes
Four Twin-Diesel Options
Flush Windlass System

380 Turnkey Tournament Edition380 Turnkey Tournament Edition
Design, Engineering & Assembly all Done at the SkipJack FactoryDesign, Engineering & Assembly all Done at the SkipJack Factory

OTHER MODELS 
AVAILABLE
26’ AND 30’

Call for Factory Direct Pricing!
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Tagging Program Surveys MPA’s, 
Touts Conservation

Organized in 2007, the California Collaborative Fisheries 
Research Program (CCFRP) studies the effects of Ma-
rine Protected Areas (MPA) on populations of fish spe-

cies along the California Coast. The program is unique in that 
it works together with sportfishermen to conduct standardized 
hook and line surveys in MPA’s to identify, measure, tag and 
release nearshore fishes. This enables the collection of species 
composition, length and catch rate data of the economically 
valuable species found along the entire California coast. The 
data collected in turn is used by resource managers to assess 
stock health and MPA performance.

n  By Erik LandesfeindSHORT CASTS

Since its inception, the CCFRP has 
successfully completed over 556 days 
of hook and line surveys in 14 state-
wide MPA’s and nearby areas. With 
help from 1,600 volunteer anglers fish-
ing 15,603 angler hours, they have 
caught and measured over 159,000 fish 
representing 94 species. They also have 
tagged 55,000 fish to gain information 
about movement patterns and growth.

Recent marine spatial planning ef-

forts, including the management and 
monitoring of marine protected areas 
(MPAs), increasingly focus on the im-
portance of stakeholder engagement. 
For nearly 15 years, the CCFRP has 
partnered volunteer anglers with re-
searchers, the fishing industry, and re-
source managers to monitor groundfish 
in California’s network of MPAs. While 
the program has succeeded in generat-
ing sustained biological observations, lit-

tle was known about volunteer angler 
demography or the impact of partici-
pation on their perceptions and opin-
ions on fisheries data or MPAs.

In a recent study, CCFRP volun-
teers were interviewed to learn about 
their demographics and attitudes to-
ward groundfish management and 
stock health, their motivations for 
joining and staying in the program, 
and whether their participation in-
fluenced their feelings about the 
MPA’s.  Overall, CCFRP volunteers 
were older and had higher fishing 
avidity than average within the Cali-
fornia recreational angling commu-
nity. Many self-identified as more 
conservation-minded than their 
peers in the recreational fishing 
community and had positive views 
of California groundfish manage-
ment and stock health. Participation 
in science and giving back to fisher-
ies resources were major motivating 
factors in their decision to become 
and remain CCFRP volunteers and 
their opinions toward MPAs were 
more positive after volunteering 
with CCFRP. 

Those who had volunteered for 
seven or more years with CCFRP 
were more likely than not to gain a 
positive opinion of MPAs. Our sur-
vey results provide evidence that 
long-term engagement of stakehold-
ers in collaborative research posi-
tively influences stakeholder opin-
ions regarding marine resource man-
agement, and highlights CCFRP’s 
success in engaging citizen science 
stakeholders in collaborative fisher-
ies research. If you’re interested in 
learning how to become a part of 
this tagging program you can visit 
their Facebook page at California 
Collaborative Fisheries Research Pro-
gram (CCFRP).
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CDFW Takes Measures to 
Improve Smolt Survival
The California Department of Fish 

and Wildlife (CDFW) is taking the pro-
active measure of trucking millions of 
hatchery-raised juvenile Central Valley 
fall-run chinook salmon this spring to 
San Pablo Bay, San Francisco Bay and 
seaside net pens due to projected poor 
river conditions in the Central Valley. 
The massive trucking operation is de-
signed to ensure the highest level of 
survival for the young salmon on their 
hazardous journey to the Pacific Ocean.

“CDFW is utilizing lessons learned 
from the past 15 or more years of 
salmon releases and the last drought 
to maximize release success,” said Ja-
son Julienne, North Central Region 
Hatchery Supervisor. “Trucking young 
salmon to downstream release sites 
has proven to be one of the  best ways 
to increase survival to the ocean dur-
ing dry conditions.”

Millions of young salmon will be 
transported, bypassing 50 to more 
than 100 miles of poor river condi-
tions where estimated losses have 
been significant during dry years. The 

 BAJA
PANAMA
HAWAII

Sportfishing Charters
Accommodations
Customized Packages

bajafishingadv.com562.252.1494 562.357.8915

Baja
...and beyond

FISHING ADVENTURES

CHECKMATECHECKMATE

PENETRATES
2X BETTER

Competitors’ 
HooksTROKAR

WITH THE TK619
HEAVY DUTY HOOK

For Tuna, Halibut 
and Other Big Game Fish
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massive trucking operation will trans-
port around 20 percent more salmon 
around the Central Valley rivers and 
Delta than in typical water years. More 
than 16.8 million young salmon from 
four Central Valley hatcheries to sites 
around the San Pablo and San Fran-
cisco bays as well as Half Moon and 
Monterey bays.  It will take approxi-
mately 146 individual truck loads trav-
eling more than 30,000 miles between 
mid-April to early June to get all the 
fish out. The salmon will be trucked 
from the Feather River, Nimbus, Moke-
lumne and Merced salmon hatcheries.

The adaptive management strategy 
was triggered by CDFW biologists’ and 
salmon hatchery managers’ evaluation 
of current and projected river condi-
tions. They are anticipating historically 
low flows and elevated temperatures. 
Part of the strategy involves selection 
of new release sites and rotating be-
tween release sites to minimize learned 
behaviors from predators. Releases will 
take place at night and during the day, 
utilizing both direct release and net 
pen acclimation techniques, to help 

maximize survival rates.
Ocean commercially and recreation-

ally caught salmon generate more than 
$900 million in economic impact an-
nually for California. Economic ben-
efits from ocean caught salmon sold 
in markets to the purchase of fishing 
boats, fishing equipment, related travel 
and transportation by recreational an-
glers in pursue of these hatchery salm-
on make a significant contribution to 
California’s economy.

Invasive Seaweed Found 
in Newport Bay

Multiple federal, state, and local 
agencies have been notified of an in-
vasive algae species discovered in New-
port Bay. The algae, which is native to 
Florida and other subtropical and trop-
ical locales, is scientifically known as 
Caulerpa prolifera. It can grow quickly, 
choking out native seaweeds and po-
tentially harming marine life through 
lost habitat. The unusual patch of al-
gae discovered by a diver in Newport 
Bay was eventually identified by the 
California Department of Food and Ag-

riculture which alerted other agencies.
A similar species of invasive algae, 

Caulerpa taxifolia, was identified in 
California in 2000 and was success-
fully eradicated through a comprehen-
sive joint local, state, and federal effort 
in 2006. Due to the similarity between 
these two species, scientists believe this 
algae species may pose a serious threat 
to our local coastal ecosystems. Cauler-
pa species can reproduce by fragmen-
tation, which is when small pieces of 
this algae break off and can root and 
quickly reproduce, rapidly outcompet-
ing native algae and sea grasses.

Although there is significant concern 
this species could potentially be harm-
ful to native species, there is no danger 
to humans. However, it is imperative 
that the public avoid contact with the 
plant due to its extreme ease of recolo-
nizing from just tiny fragments. If you 
believe you have seen these invasive 
algae, please visit the Reporting a Caul-
erpa Sighting webpage and complete a 
Suspect Invasive Species Sighting Re-
port. Please do not collect a specimen, 
as this may lead to further spread. n



OCEANSIDE SEA CENTER (OSC)
Southern California’s newest landing

We offer an unique experience unlike any other. Locally 
owned and operated in the heart of Oceanside Harbor Vil-

lage, the landing offers sportfishing, marine education, and prom-
ises memorable adventures at sea. With a fleet of 5 boats, ranging 
from 45 ft to 70 ft, the OSC offers ½ day, ¾ day, full day, overnight 
sportfishing trips, and private charters. Memorial services and buri-
als at sea can also be arranged, emphasizing individual needs with 
compassion and care. 

OSC is also a fishing license sales agent with a full tackle shop 
to suit angler needs of all experience levels, including rod and reel 

rentals, and a retail store. A 1,500-gallon saltwater aquarium in 
the shop highlights California’s marine species diversity, including 
species most likely found in our coastal waters. A partnership with 
the Pfleger Institute of Scientific Research (PIER) facilitates seasonal 
whale watching and year-round marine science education trips, 
which serve as floating science labs equipped with a hands-on 
touch tank. OSC offers activities suitable for all ages and promises 
the consistency and customer service you deserve. It is the hope of 
the OSC to emphasize marine stewardship and support sustainable 
recreational and commercial fishing to enjoy for years to come. 

Southern Cal
Open Party and Charter  •  70’ Custom Sportfisher

Licensed for up to 50 passengers  •  Full galley
Captains Tim Linskey and Ernie Prieto

Chubasco II
Open Party and Charter  •  60’ Custom Sportfisher

Licensed for up to 40 passengers  •  Full Galley
Captains David Yumori and Bryan Streshley

Blue Horizon
55’ Custom Sportfisher  •  Open Party and Charter

Licensed for up to 35 passengers
overnight accommodations for 14 passengers

Full Galley  •  Captain Jim Sharp

Pronto
45’ Custom Sportfisher  •  Private Charters up to 
12 for day trips  •  Overnight accommodations for 
up to 8 • Captains David Yumori and Ernie Prieto

Sea Star
60’ Custom Sportfisher

Private Charters for groups of up to 35
Captain Joe Cacciola

oceansideseacenter.com  •  760-450-0403
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By Erik Landesfeind
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F
or whatever reason, 
my fishing buddies 
and I tend to go 
through long 
stretches where we 
spend the majority 
of our fishing time 

focusing on a single presentation. 
Be it a weedless swimbait, shallow-
running hardbaits, a Gulp! Jerk 
Shad, the surface iron, or a deep-
diving crankbait, every time we 
change our presentation, we are 
forced to look at the same spot we 
fished last time through a different 
lens. While it is fun trying to figure 
out how to fish a new presentation 
in a familiar spot, as was the case 
for us along Catalina’s shallows, it 
can also give you a more holistic 
understanding of how bass relate 
to the island’s structure. 

Backing up a bit, I’ve spent quite a bit 
of time fishing Catalina Island with my 
friend Jimmy Decker over the last five 
years and his additional decade of guid-
ing at the island cut my learning curve 
dramatically. Despite the advantage of 
time spent on the water, our knowledge 
of how the island fished was piecemeal 
at best. Like most people’s understand-
ing of the areas they regularly fish, ours 
could be summed up as, “They bite the 
Jerk Shad really well around these boil-
er rocks!” or “There’s a good crankbait 
bite on this beach at high tide.” While 
that type of knowledge sometimes pro-
vided enough bites to make for a fun 
day of fishing, when our spots didn’t 
produce, we were often left struggling 
to catch fish and scratching our heads 
as to what to do next.

Once we started changing up our 
baits, we were forced out of our com-
fort zones because sometimes the bait 
we had tied on just couldn’t be effec-
tively fished in the depth of water or 
structure type of our familiar spots. By 
stepping back and reevaluating each of 
the shallow spots we frequented, we 
found that the fish were relating to a 
significantly larger piece of structure 
than we’d imagined when strictly fo-
cusing on boilers and beaches. And 
while the size of that larger piece of 
structure varies in breadth from spot to 
spot, it consistently ranges from zero to 
30 feet in depth.
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Crankbaits don’t need to make bottom contact to get bites. Matt Kotch caught this nice calico while fishing a 15-foot-running crank over structure in 25 feet of water.
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Whether it’s 20 feet wide or 100 
yards across, the island is littered with 
stretches of hard bottom that extend 
out from the water line into approxi-
mately 30 feet of depth. While some 
extend farther out, it’s my experi-
ence that once you get into anything 
deeper, those fish don’t seem to relate 
to the shoreline bite. Salta Verde, 
which is a well-known spot along 
the middle backside of the island, 
provides a perfect example of what 
I’m describing. 

Starting at the shoreline, Salta 
Verde provides a variety of structure 
types. Starting to the west of the 
point is a cobbled beach with sev-
eral large rocks protruding from it. 
Then comes a very rocky and shal-
low point that extends out at least 
50 feet from the island, bordered on 
the east by boiler rocks that end in 
a sandy beach. While each of these 
features could hold biting fish at any 
given time, if you were to pick one of 
them at random and decided to fish 
there, chances are you’d strike out. 
In fact, I’ve had plenty of trips where 
I’ve fished all of those spots without a 
single bite. 

When looking at the spots as 
individual entities, or at them cu-
mulatively as a single larger piece of 
structure, it seems obvious that the fish 
just aren’t biting. The thing is, if condi-
tions are good, the fish probably are 
biting; they’re just not doing it where 
you’re presenting your lure. So instead 
of heading off in search of the next 
spot, you should try turning around 
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and looking at the rest of the structure 
before you.

At a spot like Salta Verde, the 
shoreline zone is just a small sliver 
of the much larger piece of struc-
ture. Outside that cobbled beach are 
a number of shallow pinnacles and 
rocks covered in boa kelp. To the east 
of the point there is a large area that’s 
a patchwork of sand and rocky bot-
tom featuring spots of kelp, areas of 
surf grass and rocks that will boil and 
sometimes stick out of the water hun-
dreds of feet from shore. With such 
an expanse of prime habitat available 
for feeding, is it any wonder the bass 
aren’t always huggwing the shoreline?

Tools And Territory
Before I get into details on how 

to approach this expanded shallow 
zone, I’d like to take a look at the four 
presentations you’ll need to cover all 
of your bases on any given day. My 
workhorse when fishing Catalina is 
Berkley Dredger 17.5 crankbait. This 
bait runs approximately 15 feet deep 
and its bill deflects off rocks very well, 
which allows it to be fished effec-
tively in as little as three or four feet 
of water. If you’re looking to get one 
crankbait the Dredger 17.5 would be 
it, but I’d suggest picking up a few dif-
ferent brands and sizes including some 
square bill crankbaits for when the 
fish are feeding up in the shallows.

My next choice of lure is a shallow-
running hardbait. I prefer smaller 
lures like the Lucky Craft Pointer 100 
DD, which runs at about six feet and 
the Lucky Craft Pointer 100, which 
runs at two feet. These smaller lures 
get plenty of big bites and will catch 
fish when they aren’t keyed in on the 
bigger baits. When they have their 
sights set on bigger bait, a YoZuri 
Hydro Minnow is tough to beat.

Moving over to the soft bait side, a 
Gulp! Jerk Shad fished on a 1/2-ounce 
Owner Sled Head allows for a subtle 
presentation when the water is cold 
and the fish aren’t willing to chase 
down a fast-moving bait. If the fish 
are active, but there’s too much 
debris in the water to fish a hardbait, 
a 7-inch MC Weedless swimbait can 
usually get the job done. Guys still 
catch plenty of bass on a swimbait 
fished on a weedless lead head too, 
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Small hardbaits, like the Lucky Craft Pointer 
100 DD, can be deadly both in the boiler 
zone and when fished around deeper 
structure. Using a fast stop-and-go retrieve 
can really get the bass fired up.

but I get bored easily and just can’t 
bring myself to spend the day slow-
rolling a swimbait on the bottom.

Now that we’re geared up, let’s take 
a look at the conditions we’ll want 
to see and how to approach the zone 
we’ll be fishing. As with anywhere 
else that we fish for calicos, finding an 
area with structure, water movement 
and bait fish is key to finding biting 
bass. In the shallows, water move-
ment comes in two forms, the wave 
induced surge along the shoreline 
and current. If you pull up to a spot 
to find good surge but little current, if 
there are biting fish present they are 
likely to be tight to the beach. Regard-
less of the amount of surge, if there’s 
current running parallel to the island, 
the bigger fish are likely to be found 
associating with the structure that is 
outside of the boiler zone. 

My theory is that bass are ge-
netically programmed to burn as 
few calories as possible in order to 
reduce the amount of food they need 
to consume. As they get older they 
become familiar enough with their 
environment to know where to post 
up to expend the least energy and 
still feed effectively. Since it takes a 
lot of energy to operate in the boiler 
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zone, these bass will move to less turbu-
lent water to feed when the opportunity 
presents itself. Some of the biggest bass 
we’ve caught around the boiler zone 
have come on casts made with our backs 
to the beach.

If you’re a proficient caster, at most 
spots you can cover the boiler zone and 
the deeper structure simultaneously by 
setting your boat up a long cast from 
the beach. I’ll set up the boat far enough 
away from the shoreline that I have to 
make a hard cast to have my lure land 
withing a foot of the beach. This allows 
me to fish the immediate boiler zone and 
bring my bait across deeper structure as 
well. This also allows the angler in the 
bow to make casts parallel to the shore-
line or away from the beach to cover 
deeper structure.

While casting to the surge around 
boiler rocks is pretty self-evident, figur-
ing out where to cast when fishing sub-
merged structure takes an understanding 
of the layout of the area you’re fishing. 
Areas that have sparse kelp are the easi-
est to identify as all you’ll need to do is 
look for stringers. But don’t stop there 
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because most of the structure in this 
depth range is free of kelp. On days 
where the water is clear, you’ll be able 
to identify rocky areas because they’ll 
look like dark spots in the water. If 
visibility is poor you can identify 
rocky areas by looking at how the swell 
changes as it approaches the shore-
line. When it crosses a rock or ridge 
in this zone, the swell will often peak 
or change shape.

Speaking of peaking swells, when 
approaching an unfamiliar area with 
dirty water, it’s a good idea to sit 
outside of it and watch how the swell 
moves through the area you’ll be 
fishing for at least a few minutes. This 
way you’ll be able to locate any po-
tential danger spots to avoid. When 
fishing south-facing beaches during 
a south swell, I’d give it at least five 
minutes before pulling in because the 
set waves come in more on a loner 
cycle than they do out of the west. 

Also, any time you have your boat 
within 30 feet of water and around a 
rocky shoreline you’re going to want 
to have your main motor running at 
all times. Also, when using your troll-
ing motor, keep your boat parallel to 
the beach and pointed in a direction 
that will allow you to pull out and 
into the swell if a bigger set comes 
through. The trolling motor isn’t go-
ing to be of much help if a swell starts 
to break off your stern.

Once you’ve identified the location 
of the structure within the zone and 
deemed it safe to navigate, it’s time to 
start fishing. I’ll normally start shal-
low and fish my way deep if I’m not 
getting bites. As I mentioned earlier, 
I’ll set up my boat a long cast from 
the beach when fishing shallow and 
begin casting towards the shoreline. 
When fishing crankbaits or hardbaits 
in the boiler zone, I’ll make a cast 
as close to the rocks as possible and 
then use a moderate to fast stop-and-
go retrieve. A lot of bites will come 
on the pause and some days a longer 
pause works better than a shorter 
one, so vary your retrieve until you 
start getting bites. If your lure hangs 
up, you’ll want to resist the urge to 
set the hook or load up the rod to 
pull it free. It’s usually just the bill 
getting stuck so you’re better off giv-
ing it some slack and shaking your 
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rod tip to free it. A bonus to doing 
this is that you’ll get a lot of bites the 
second that lure pops free.

When fishing a Gulp! Jerk Shad 
among the boiler rocks, I’ll make 
the same long cast and then hold 
my rod at a 45-degree angle to the 
water while giving two or three quick 
turns of the handle before pausing 
and letting the bait sink back to the 
bottom. As the bait approaches the 
boat, you may need to kick the reel in 
free spool during the pause to allow 
the bait to sink back to the bottom. 
When fishing the weedless, I just 
bomb the bait as close to the beach 
as I can get it and burn it back to the 
boat and repeat. They don’t always 
bite the weedless in the boiler zone--
but the days they do are a lot of fun.

These same presentations will work 
as you fish your way out into deeper 
water, but you’re going to want to 
fan cast to cover water instead of 
casting to pinpoint locations as you 
did along the beach. A good rule of 
thumb is to make at least two or three 
casts to every dark spot in the water 
and to try and hit it from a few dif-
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ferent angles. For example, if you see a 
dark spot straight in front of the boat 
you can make a cast to it and then 
cast to other spots, once you’ve moved 
the boat a bit, you can make another 
cast to that dark spot when it’s off the 
side of the boat and another once it’s 
behind you. 

Casting at a spot from a variety of 
directions allows you to present your 
bait with the current, perpendicular 
to the current and against the current. 
Getting a couple bites while retrieving 
your bait in a specific direction can 
give you some insight into how the 
feeding bass are relating to the struc-
ture and you can use this information 
to figure out how to position your 
boat to get the optimal casting angle 
across all the structure in the area. 
Once you get that figured out, you can 
look for other areas with similar condi-
tions and approach them with the 
confidence that you’re going to catch 
fish. And before you know it, you’ll 
forget all about the days you were left 
scratching your head as to where all 
the biting boiler bass went. 
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TOURNAMENT LINES n  Winners ... on the Pacific coast

Inaugural Coastal Social 
a Success

CCA California hosted their inaugural Coastal Social bass tournament 
on April 2 with the goal to deliver fun and engaging tournaments for 
the greater Southern California fishing community that promote and 

contribute to conservation efforts of CCA California. With no cash payout 
but a wide variety of prizes donated by sponsors, all entry fees and member-
ships go directly into efforts that ensures CCA Cal can fight for angler rights, 
fisheries research, fish tagging, artificial reefs and future events to come.  

First place at the Coastal Social went to the team of Gary Reyes, Mike Stembridge and Steve Gardea. 

 The tournament, which was based in Long Beach, 
had two divisions, a boater division that allowed for 
three-man teams to bring their three biggest bass to the 
scale and a kayak division based on overall length of 
the fish released. The tournament’s “lines in” format al-
lowed teams to make runs prior to the tournament start 
time of 6 a.m. and fish until 2 p.m. “lines out.” While 
teams fished everywhere from the Santa Monica Bay 

to Newport Beach, the top three finishers all made the 
long run to San Clemente Island.

First place went to the team of Gary Reyes, Mike 
Stembridge and Steve Gardea who got on the big fish 
early in Pyramid Cove and put together a 17.54-pound 
bag of calico bass. In second place were Jimmy Decker, 
Matt Kotch and Erik Landesfeind who managed 16.68 
pounds while fishing weedless swimbaits in the kelp 
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near China Point. Third place went to 
Scott Pethtel, Mike Lane and Shannon 
Perkins who caught 15.31 pounds. 

In the kayak division Jim Salazar’s 
catches measured a total of 51.25 
inches followed by tournament di-
rector Matt Florentino who totaled 
44.5inches. In third place was Diego 
Gamboa with 15.25 inches. 

Regardless of how teams fared with 
the fishing, all participants went 
home with goody bags of products 
from the tournament’s sponsors. The 
next Coastal Social tournament will 
be held in San Diego on September 
25. If you’re interested in fishing that 
event you can get all of the details at 
www.coastalsocial.org

24th Stars & Stripes 
Charity Tournament 

Returns
The Stars & Stripes team is delighted 

to announce the 24th Annual Stars & 
Stripes Charity event hosted by the 
Hilton Los Cabos, June 23rd - 27th, is a 
go! It will also be the first charity sport-
fishing and golf tournaments held 
post-COVID-19 pandemic in Baja Sur. 

One of the best-kept secrets in Cabo, 
the Stars and Stripes Charity Tourna-
ment is an annual event that has 
raised over $30+ million during the 
past 23 years for kids on both sides of 
the border. 

Always rising to overcome whatever 
challenges they might meet, the Stars 
& Stripes event has grown from fewer 
than 100 anglers in the early years 
to one of the largest, sell-out charity 
events of its kind. In 2020 the S & S 
team was challenged by the largest 
trial in their 23-year history when CO-
VID-19 forced them to cancel. 

Not only was it a disappointment to 
the sell-out crowd of 650 participants, 
but it was a major let down as well to 
the thousands of children and their 
families who depend on the support of 
S & S -- Big Brothers, Big Sisters; Mira-
cles for Kids; Orangewood; Tilly’s Life 
Center; South Bay Community Ser-
vices; United Cerebral Palsy of Orange 
County; and Building Baja’s Future.

Richard “Dicko” Gebhart, the 
founder of the classic event, expects 
50 sportfishing teams to compete 
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aboard the “best of the best” boats in 
the Los Cabos Fleet for a laundry list 
of cash, trophies, and prizes during 
the two-day event for the largest game 
fish and the most billfish released. 

Joe Sperazza, Jr., Golf Coordinator, 
who expects to be hosting more than 
36 teams, will be using Chileno Bay, 
Palmilla, and Rancho San Lucas to ac-
commodate more than the 40 or 50 
teams over the 3-day tournament. 

In addition to the tournaments, 
there is exclusive admittance to live 
concerts on the beach, or around the 
pool each night featuring everything 
from country to rock. With the final 
night reserved for the special perfor-
mance of Ziggy Marley with his band.  
The oldest son of Bob Marley, Ziggy’s 
voice, like that of his dad, has provided 
him with a career in Jamaican music. 

Spend four nights and five days in 
Baja Mexico indulging in wonderful 
dinners and show-stopping concerts 
while partying on the sand with 650 
exclusive guests. Compete in a world-
class fishing tournament leaving from 
the gorgeous Chileno Bay where the 
Pacific and Sea of Cortez collide. n 
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Always Worth 
the Trip ...

Gatecrasher frequent flier / UFC Hall of Famer Clay “The Carpenter” Guida (2nd from right) and company score again.

Diego Sparks with a good one!



Bay Area Halibut
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By Capt. Virginia Salvador

Bay Area Halibut

Kings, lings, stripers and white seabass are 
among a bounteous fishery in Northern 
California. But beginning in the spring 

months on the troll and then changing abruptly 
in the summer with the availability of live bait, 
halibut fishing grabs a large part of angler attention. 
And it makes complete sense, since fishing out 
of San Francisco Bay, sport boats can target the 
flatties with confidence to catch multiple limits, 
not just occasional catches in a narrow window 
on the calendar.

With Co-Captain Zack Medinas 
of Gatecrasher Fishing Adventures, 
I operate a 28-foot Farallon berthed 
right on the front row of Fisherman’s 
Wharf. Here, our California halibut 
season begins approximately April/
May and runs all the way into the 
fall ending sometime in October. As 
I’ll describe, we have some simple, 
but specialized methods that are 
productive here and I have to be-
lieve they will work anywhere along 
the California coast.

When it comes to halibut, you 

 frequent flier / UFC Hall of Famer Clay “The Carpenter” Guida (2nd from right) and company score again.

First stage of proper processing: Nose down-tails up is how our catch is bled.
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won’t need to be licensed sea captain or profes-
sional angler.  Fishing for halibut most often 
provides action-packed days for the whole fam-
ily to enjoy. We are so lucky to have such an 
abundance of sustainable, diverse and delicious 
species of fish (including halibut) in our fishery.

 

A Day In The Life
A typical day of halibut fishing begins by 

departing from our slip and heading over to the 
nearby bait dock. There we wait in line to get our 
scoop of live anchovies. With the bait tank full, 
we head over to the commercial dock to fill our 
coolers with pack ice. With the live bait being 
easily available right in our port and the fish-
ing grounds being a short ride out, we are fully 
prepared for a successful day on the bay. 

Once out of the break wall, as a captain, the 
next question you ask yourself is where the heck 
am I going? This next move we make will be de-
termined by many factors. For depths, we know 
our quarry can stage in depths between 40 and 80 
feet of water. First, we must consider what kind of 
tide sets we will have for the day and the velocity 
of current that the halibut prefer to feed in. 

California halibut typically weigh six to 30 
pounds with trophy class fish in the 40- to 
50-pound range. These sport fish are the ultimate 

Capt. Virginia produces a solid collection 
along the California northern coast.

Saul Lopez and Co-Capt. Zack Medinas landed this slab near the Golden Gate!
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ambush predators and will position 
themselves in an area where they can 
lie camouflaged on the sea bottom. 
Just beneath the substrate only expos-
ing their eyes they typically wait for 
prey to swim into their zone. Halibut 
most often will bury themselves into 
the sand exposing only their eyes to 
hide from their prey. Normally, they 
won’t chase, rather they patiently 
wait for prey and do not strike until it 
is within three head lengths of their 
position. Once they do commit to 
the attack, they strike in lighting fast, 
upward, lunging motion. 

To prepare for a successful day of 
fishing, I will ready our gear. This con-
sists of six rods, which are six Seeker 
270-8’s paired with Accurate Boss Val-
iant 400 reels. The reels are spooled 
up with 40-pound Jerry Brown braid. 
Tied to our mainline we have an 
American Fishing Wire (AFW) 3-way 
swivel. The leader from the 3-way is 
a 4-foot (length) of 30-pound fluoro-
carbon that is tied to a 1 or 1/0 Owner 
SSW hook using a perfection loop. 

Our dropper from our 3-way will be 
approximately 12 feet to a snap swivel 
and a three-way swivel. The type of 
weights we use are three- to eight- 
ounce torpedo sinkers depending on Author peeled this 28-pounder off the legendary North Bar.

These three amigos: Orion, Makai and Gabe boat their first of the season.
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Finesse Fishing 
Before rushing to get a bait in the water, there is the issue of bait 

selection. Halibut bite best when the bait is alive and swimming 
well. When choosing an optimal bait, pick one in the bait tank that 
is incredibly active, dime bright with all its scales intact, and with a 
beautiful jade green back. If you fish tuna, you know exactly what 
I’m talking about. Next, we will hook the live anchovy through 

 
~ An Interesting Creature ~the depth. We typically fish heavier 

torpedo weights on the side of the boat 
that is drifting under the boat and the 
lighter torpedo weights for those that 
are drifting away from the boat. It is im-
portant to have your weights bounce at 
the bottom of the ocean floor and not 
merely dragging. As you drift your baits, 
the waves or swell will cause your boat 
rock back and forth and give the rod tip 
a rhythmic motion.

Conditions Are Important
During a big tide cycle, the bottom 

sediments will be churned up and the 
water will become murky, which is not 
the optimum time to fish for halibut. 
When tides and velocity of current 
are slower, visibility will remain good 
and thus is a better time. Remember, 
halibut are a sight feeder and if they 
cannot see it, they cannot eat it.  

However, in the real world, we will of-
ten fish in less-than-optimal conditions. 
And there are some adjustments you 
can make to overcome these visual ob-
stacles. Consider what the tide is doing 
during a big tide cycle. When we want 
to “slow down the velocity of current,” 
we can accomplish this by searching in 
shallower water in the teens or less. In 
slow tides, if the fish are in deep water 
of 40 feet or more, that is a great time 
to fish for the deep dwellers.

Once we have decided where we 
would like to fish, checked the tidal 
conditions and studied the surface for 
“life,” we can easily recognize good 
indicators of fishable waters. Seeing 
bait gently boiling on the surface with 
birds working them from above is a 
clear indicator of life. Spotting birds 
such as terns or pelicans working bait 
is a great indicator that you are in the 
right place. 

Next, it is important to under-
stand sonar. The fish finder on the 
Gatecrasher is Furuno’s Tztouch3. We 
begin scanning looking for bait balls 
of anchovies. Some of the best images 
on our graph turn out to be broken 
up balls of bait that are showing near 
the bottom. If you have these types of 
conditions, it is time to get the lines in 
and do an exploratory drift.

California halibut are unique, starting 

with the beginning of their life. During 
their larval stage, they resemble a tradi-
tional fish shape, swimming upright with 
one eye on each side of the head. As they 
mature, however, one of the eyes migrates 
toward the other, leaving the animal with 
two eyes on the dorsal side. 

Their anatomy is peculiar as well be-
cause the bottom side is white and the 
“top” or dorsal side is pigmented with a 
dark brown coloration. For the remain-
der of their life, they no longer swim 
upright, but instead, on their side. They 
also have an adjustable colored exterior 
that is made possible when their chro-
matophores in their skin can change the 
fish’s color and patterning, allowing them 
to completely camouflage themselves to 
match their environment. California halibut enjoy a curious life-cycle.

Sushi grade: just prior to being packed in ice and sent home with happy clients.
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A nice haul of flatties - seen often aboard the Gatecrasher.

the tip of the bottom jaw upwards 
through the top of the head centered 
just in front of the eyes. (A version 
of nose-hooking.) Note, do not hook 
them between the eyes because it 
will “brain” them, and you will no 
longer have a live bait. 

Once you find an area where the fish 
are biting, but the bite turns off during 
the drift, we do not continue along 
hoping to find another group. For pri-
vate boaters, we advise you pick your 
gear up and reset to drift over that area 
again. When you are getting multiple 
hookups during a drift, be sure to put a 
waypoint on your chart. This way you 
can return to the beginning of your 
trail and repeat that drift. The goal is to 
put your boat right over that waypoint 
and on top of that group of fish. 

If you have found yourself fishing 
for some time without any action, 
it is also a good idea to check your 
bait. Our rule of thumb is to check 

the lines every 15 minutes for debris such as eel grass or kelp as well as 
noting “scratched” or stolen bait. Scratch baits occur when halibut only 
partially takes the bait but is not hooked. 

Halibut fishing is very much a game of finesse. In my early days of fish-
ing for the flatties, the way a halibut bite seemed almost unrecognizable, 
especially in a rocking, drifting boat. Prior to this, however, I was fortunate 
enough to get a lot of practice recognizing the exceptionally light bites of 
our Delta white sturgeon. 

Time on the water helps, but you can become more fluid with the process 
when you become a keen observer of your rod tip’s motion. When its rhythm 
is interrupted, it’s game on! When the boat is drifting and your weights are 

executiveyachtandship.com    •    (805) 432-8257

youtube/nGmg5AT382u
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tapping the bottom, the beginning 
of a halibut bite will appear as a very 
crisp tick tick tick. At that point, you 
must spring into action and pay out 
line and hand feed the bait. Halibut 
are notorious for only attacking tail 
first. Once one catches a bait in its 
mouth, it takes some time for the bait 
to weaken before the halibut attempts 

to swallow the second half. 
As for “hand feeding,” this is where 

we begin to strip the line off the reel 
to take the resistance off the bait and 
give enough slack so the halibut can 
engulf it beyond the hook.  A good rule 
of thumb is to give them a count of 10 
seconds of zero resistance on the line to 
allow time for it to take the bait down 
deep in its mouth. Once this time has 
passed, it is time to set the hook and see 
if you have a rod loaded on a fish – or a 
bait that has been cut in half.

You might be surprised, but we 
catch California halibut here, the 
same as in Southern California. Ac-
cording to the Department of Fish 
and Wildlife, along the West Coast, 

Lively with a jade back and scales intact: 
example of a choice anchovy bait.

Sportfishing aboard

FIRE HATT

IGFA Certified Captain
Chuck Wilson
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Nice layer of California halibut. 

The AIRMAR
Chirp Advantage

: DEFINING CHIRP TECHNOLOGY

Unleash the true power of your fishfinder!  AIRMAR Chirp-ready transducers  
will take your fishfinder to the next level…superior target resolution  

and amazing detail such as lure tracking and thermoclines… 
that’s the AIRMAR Chirp advantage.  Visit AIRMAR.com or call one of our  

AIRMAR Certified Installers to find the right transducer for your boat.

MultispeciesAd_PacificCoast_Jan2021.indd   1 12/10/20   2:47 PM

Pacific halibut can be found as far 
south as Point Area in Mendocino 
County. However, while there have 
been incidental catches of Pacific 
halibut in the San Francisco Bay 
Area, we just don’t catch them. Still, 
the method is the same.

Fish On!
Assuming you have made the 

connection and you have hooked 
your fish, there is still work to be 
done. On our boat we have a saying, 
“If you are nice to them, they will 
be nice to us.” What that means is 
when fighting a halibut, you need 
to bring them in with a nice, steady 
and non-erratic wind. 

Once you have brought them 
alongside the boat in this fashion, 
it is essential to not let their head 
break the water’s surface. Most fish 
will be very placid at this point. You 
can literally do “figure eights” with 
them no matter their size, without 
them getting excited/scared—as 
long as they stay just under the 
water surface. 

At this point, we would instruct 
our anglers to lift them up to the 
surface so we can net the halibut 

Frist of four beautiful 
fillets to come off this 

delicious fish.
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headfirst. Once you hear the loud 
thump on the deck of a successfully 
boated halibut, you will release a sigh 
of relief and the excitement for put-
ting it all together. After landing your 
halibut, the gills must be cut, and the 
fish placed head down into our buck-
ets to be bled. Once properly bled, 
it is placed it into a slush bath that 
consists of sea water and commercial 
pack ice. 

The last step it is to head in where 

we fillet our fish and send our happy clients home with 
their catch of the day. As we pull into our slip in the 
heart of Fisherman’s Wharf, crowds begin to gather on 
the sidewalk above to watch our boat fillet the catch. 
Unlike what you will see in fish markets, though, fresh 
halibut is translucent with beautiful rainbow iridescent 
hues. Once cooked, the meat is a white, flaky and deli-
cious. And definitely worth a trip on Gatecrasher. 

Fresh caught California halibut, bon appetit!

Friends of the Gatecrasher, The Salty Borracho Crew, display an impressive haul!



To check out the latest innovations from Fuji®, including a look at the new (CC) Corrosion Control
Treatment on all K-Series for 2019, send an email with your mailing address to:

info@anglersresource.net
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n  By Capt. Dean Travis ClarkeBOAT TECH 
Boring Until You’re Dead

As I get older and accept my increasing physical limita-
tions, or just because I often fish alone, I upped my on-
board safety protocols. Of course, new regulations include 

the need to wear a kill switch tether at all times. I use an older 
Autotether so I can stay connected yet still walk around my boat. 
Other newer cordless systems work even better.

I also used to only wear a life jacket when conditions 
called for it: running perilous inlets, storm conditions, 
etc. With the advent of inflatables and thin-profile mod-
els, I now wear one far more frequently.

There’s no denying that wearing a life jacket can help 
prevent you from drowning if, for some reason, you end 
up in the water. The U.S. Coast Guard and the National 
Association of State Boating Law Administrators (NASBLA) 
would love to see a law forcing everyone to wear life jack-
ets all the time on every vessel under 26 feet. However, our 
Semper Paratus friends know that’s one regulation too big 
to bite off for a number of reasons:

• Not enough manpower to enforce 
• Not enough comfortable approved life jackets  
  on the market
• Approval process for new life jackets is too 
  long, expensive and cumbersome

New Life Jacket Designs Combat Nerdism 
All photos from

 M
ustang Survival
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Here are some of the steps being
taken to address these negatives:

• Comfortable, Approved Life Jackets
In the area of life jacket design, the 

Europeans have a leg up on Ameri-
ca. Many of their personal flotation 
devices are lighter and much more 
stylish. After all, who really wants to 
wear an orange horse collar? 

Though I generally wear an auto-in-
flate PFD, one new style of Eurojacket 
called a 50 Newton (known as a Level 
50 in the United States) is gaining in 
popularity. Flotation capacity is cal-
culated and expressed in Newtons. A 
Newton (named after Sir Isaac New-
ton) is a unit of force equal to 0.2248 
pounds. Or, in other words, one pound 
of force equals 4.4484 Newtons. When 
used in life jacket nomenclature, it re-
fers to the amount of buoyant force 
the jacket produces. A 50-Newton life 
jacket provides 11.24 pounds of buoy-
ancy. How can that possibly hold up a 
200-pound man you ask?

Approximately 80 percent of a hu-
man body is water. Water immersed in 
water has no weight. Take away 80 per-
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cent of that 200 pounds and you’re left 
with 40 pounds. The average body (if 
there is such a thing) also carries about 
15 percent of fat, a substance that is 
lighter than water and provides buoy-
ancy. Remove 15 percent from the 
200-pounder — another 30 pounds — 
and that brings the actual dead weight 
total that a 200-pound angler needs to 
float to a mere 10 pounds. Aren’t math 
and science neat?

An adult Type I PFD is rated for 22 
pounds of buoyancy. Adult Types II and 
III provide a minimum of 15.5 pounds 
of buoyancy. European jackets are 
rated according to the their buoyancy 
rather than some artificial Type I, II or 
III designation. The CE Newton ratings 
are Level 50 (11 pounds of buoyancy), 
Level 100 (23 pounds), Level 150 (33 
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pounds) and the whopping Level 275 
with 62 pounds of buoyancy. 

Levels 50 and 100 are suitable only 
for good swimmers according to the 
European certifying agency and are 
not guaranteed to turn an uncon-
scious victim face up. In fact, the Level 
50 isn’t even referred to as a life jacket 
but rather as a buoyancy aid.

So, what’s the point of trying to get 
Level 50 jackets accepted in the United 
States? Common sense would dictate 
that a boater actually wearing a light-
weight, comfortable and good-looking 
Level 50 jacket stands a much better 
chance of avoiding drowning than 
someone not wearing any jacket at all.

• New Certification Process
In a move toward streamlining the 

approval process, the Coast Guard 
changed the rule mandating the Un-
derwriters Laboratories (UL) as a sole 
tester for life jacket certification. 
Several others then stepped into the 
picture making the approval process 
both faster and less expensive.

Another favorable sign is the Coast 
Guard’s new willingness to discuss 
an inflatable life jacket standard that 
would allow youngsters 16 and under 
to wear the slimmer inflatables instead 
of the bulky orange ox yokes or other 
“certified” types. Again, comfort and 
style weigh heavily on the minds of 
youngsters and such a move portends a 
higher voluntary wear rate among that 
age bracket. Additionally, Level 50 jack-
ets allow participants in paddling, kite-
boarding, stand up paddleboards, and 
the like that depend on flexibility and 
ease of movement to consider manda-
tory wear considerably less onerous.

• Mandatory Wear Resolution
Even after more than 20 years, only 

piecemeal mandatory wear regula-
tions exist. Here are what Marine Law 
Enforcement, the Coast Guard and 
other do-gooders would like to see 
mandated in the future:

1. Life jacket wear for recreational 
boaters while underway and riding in 
or upon (with consideration given to 
appropriate exemptions):

a. personal watercraft regardless 
of length 
b. human-powered vessels 
(such as canoes, 

(888) 567-8552 • (949) 226-7169
www.martinverdugo.com • martinverdugo@prodigy.net.mx
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Choose the Right Transducer 
Frequency for Your Fishing Style

Before Chirp technology, basically there were two frequencies 
to work with: 50 and 200 kHz. They served the purpose, but, like 
most technology, transducers progress, and  AIRMAR Technol-
ogy took things to the next level in 2011 by introducing Chirp. 
Chirp transducers are designed with frequency bandwidths that 
your fishfinder can transmit across. Instead of just one or two 
frequencies (50/200kHz), this new technology could transmit 
over a wide range of frequencies, such a 150 to 250 kHz. 

Chirp technology compresses the returning data from all the fre-
quencies into one mark on the screen. So, a target gets interrogated 
by a hundred frequencies and returns a hundred times the energy 
from the target. This means that what looked like one big fish on 
your old fishfinder now shows up as it is, a school of individual fish. 

“With Chirp transducers, you can match the right frequen-
cy bands and coverage to the fishing you do most,” says Craig 
Cushman, Director of Marketing at AIRMAR. 

Each frequency has unique capabilities, so your choice is 
important. The newer fishfinder models allow for multiple fre-
quency bands to be plugged in, so if equipped correctly, you can 
choose the appropriate one as your fishing changes throughout 
the day or the year. 

For the highest definition image, high frequency (130-210 kHz) de-
livers the most resolution and the narrowest beamwidth. This makes 
for excellent target separation on wrecks and reefs. High frequency in 
a 1-Kilowatt model, such as a B175, can perform to 1000 feet. 

Medium frequency (85-135 kHz) has slightly wider beamwidths 

than high frequency, and the performance of these frequen-
cies can push the signal deeper to 1500 feet. Medium fre-
quency is a great all-around choice for general fishing. 

Low frequency (40-60 kHz) can get the signal deeper and 
has a wide beamwidth for greater coverage. This frequency 
is perfect for species that stay deep and for locating can-
yons and mounts in water to 2500 feet. 

The latest choice is a high-frequency wide-beam option, 
like the B175HW, that has a 150-250 kHz frequency band 
which was developed to cover a wide 25-degree beam-
width. This gives the excellent target separation of high 
frequency, plus wide coverage, which is perfect for pelagic 
species and locating schools of bait in the upper water 
column to 500 feet. 

“By having two or more frequency bands on your boat, 
you’re able to dial in just the right frequency or ‘tool’ for 
the job,” Cushman adds.

  kayaks, rowboats, etc.) regardless 
of length 
c. any vessel fewer than 18 feet 
in length 
d. for any person towed 
while engaged
   in watersports 
Some state laws already require some 

of these.
Remember that bit about exemp-

tions? So, say you’re a charter guide 
with a 17-foot skiff and you pole 
your clients around the flats? Yes, 
that qualifies the skiff as a human-
powered vessel while being poled and 
a vessel under 18 feet while motoring 
— a double whammy. But don’t start 
muttering under your breath just yet. 
You will probably never be forced to 
wear a life jacket while poling.

If a mandatory life jacket wear reg-
ulation is ever passed, it could take 
eight to 10 years (or more) before it 
goes into effect. So, your personal safe-
ty remains in your hands… for now. n

2021 FISHING SEASON
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Meet
     Th e  Fleet!

By Jim Niemiec



     Th e  Fleet!
Pick your Ride for 

2021 Success

It was a difficult time when the pandemic shut down the entire San Diego fleet. 
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“I think that bluefin will show up on many of the fishing 
grounds where we fished them last year. The back side of San Cle-
mente Island should produce and the Tanner and Cortez banks 
should offer up good bluefin and yellowfin tuna fishing.”

From a practical point of view, he noted, “When the Tomahawk 
is on the fishing grounds, I look for the largest school of foam-
ing bluefin to target in on, often passing up smaller schools of 
breaking tuna. My thought is that the bigger the school the better 
chance that anglers on board will have a good shot at hooking a 
fish. I like to fly a kite rigged with a flying fish, but I will also fish a 
sardine or greenback mackerel depending on conditions and what 
the tuna want.  A Colt Sniper is the ideal jig to cast into breaking 
tuna and for those evening, night and grey-bite periods it’s hard to 

T
he offshore fishery 
is alive with fin baits 
and bird life, yellow-
tail have invaded the 
Coronado Islands, 
bluefin tuna are bit-

ing, outer islands already showing 
plenty of squid and prospects for a 
strong yellowtail and white seabass 
season are looking good.

Water temperatures were lower 
than in recent years and there was 
some pretty sloppy weather to en-
dure during spring months. Long 
range vessels had to work hard to 
find cow class yellowfin, but wa-
hoo action at Alijos Rocks and yel-
lowtail along the Ridge made trips 
off Baja rewarding. 

Already this year has been promising, having 
started off with an early showing of yellowtail 
just off Punta Colonet as well as bluefin in the 
“Golden Triangle.” 

According to Capt. Mike Loust of the Tomahawk, 
“The bio-mass of big tuna is out there and very 
fishable. It’s not impossible to see tuna weighing 
in the 320- to 400-pound class being caught this 
season. Seiners were off Baja earlier this spring, 
colder water moved in and a number of north-
westerlies blew through, all making it more dif-
ficult to find and fish for trophy class bluefin.

beat a Shimano or Daiwa 
flat-fall jig.” 

Albacore have remained 
elusive, as they have for 
more than a decade in 
Southern Pacific waters. 
Last summer, albies came 
within 250 miles of San 
Diego, but only a few 
commercial boats fished 
for these 13- to 18-pound 
longfins caught strictly on 
the troll. To reach these 
potential albacore fishing 
grounds would require a 
long run to the west and 
to my knowledge, no 
sport boat made an effort 

This vivid bluefin tuna came 
aboard the Outrider. 

TUNA FOOD!
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Included in these listings are options available for: multi-day 
trips, 2.5-3.5-day trips, 1.5-day trips, overnight, one-day, three-
quarter-day, half-day, twilight and assorted charter trips.

The Southland sportfishing fleet is one of the largest and 
most sophisticated in the world.  Sport boats head out daily to 
fish the Southern California coastline, offshore islands, plus a 
range of seasonal trips to Baja for long range anglers. 

to run at 10 knots so far west to a questionable fish-
ery. As of press time there is no indication the long-
fins will be in reach this year. 

On the other hand, the SAC spotter plane is ex-
pected to be in the air looking for breezing and foam-
ing tuna all season long over the fishing grounds off 
Baja and the Southern California coast in the coming 
months. During the off season, which was short this 
winter, the sport fleet spent time on maintenance, 
updated electronics, installed new decks, wheelhous-
es and rail painting, cleaned out the engine rooms, 
made sure the refrigeration systems were in good 
condition and improvements were made to bait 
holding wells and slammers. 

Likewise, as we’ve come to expect, all boat and 
landing owners as well as crew members taken sig-
nificant steps to make sure their vessels are virus 
safe, meet regulatory protocols and stand ready to 
fish. To my knowledge there was not one case of 
COVID-19 reported by any sport fisher or landing 
during the pandemic.

As an annual feature of PCS, we have compiled 
a listing of boats operating from their docks. In-
formation has been updated for this season, offer-
ing anglers a quick reference guide when deciding 
what sport boat to take out to the fishing grounds. 

There are many options, to be sure. The San Diego-based fleet 
of deluxe long-range sportfishers specializes in heading to the 
warmer waters off Baja Sur where giant yellowfin tuna, dorado 
and wahoo are targeted off Mag Bay and Hurricane Bank. Other 
well-equipped, luxury sport boats run shorter trips to Alijos Rocks, 
the Ridge and Isla Guadalupe. These trips most often offer up 
wide-open fishing on pelagics, home guard yellowtail, halibut, 
and white seabass that mix very well with super-size calico bass 
and tackle busting grouper and other bottom dweller fishing.

Mexican fishing permits, and on some trips, travel visas are 
mandatory for all anglers on sport boats heading down to fish 
Mexican waters and they can be purchased at the landing be-
fore departure. Many long-range boats include the cost of a 
Mexican fishing permit and visa in the price of the trip.

Floating kelps can be a goldmine for anglers on any local or long-range trip. 

 A kelp paddy produced 
this yellowfin tuna. 

Loading the slammer 
with cured sardines on 
the Red Rooster III. 
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Anglers planning on fishing offshore waters 
down into Mexico on 1.5 to 2.5-day trips might 
opt to purchase an annual Mexican fishing license 
(not available at all landings last year). This license 
is good only for shorter trips off Baja. There is also 
an additional charge for a visa required in Mexican 
waters for short trips and for those booking a long-
range trip. When fishing waters within Mexican 
biospheres, daily wristbands are mandatory with 
the cost added to one’s galley tab.

The bulk of offshore angling is done on over-
night or multi-day trips which typically put pas-
sengers on the grounds at daylight with many ex-
tended day trips allowing fishermen an opportu-
nity to test an exciting sundowner bite.

Three seasons ago Mexico re-opened its waters to 
the harvest of bluefin tuna (with a daily limit of 2 
fish) and they are also allowing a growing number 
of long-range sport fishers to fish the prime wa-
ters of Isla Guadalupe. Hopefully, there will be no 
change in the rules governing these waters.  

The long-range fleet consists of vessels designed 
to spend multiple days on the fishing grounds in 
absolute comfort. The majority of these luxury 
sport fishers boats are at least 90 feet in length (with 
a couple exceeding 115 feet) in combination with 
wide beams for comfort. Boats in the 60- to 85-foot 
length are ideally suited for shorter multi-day, ex-
tended day, overnight trips and charters. Sport fish-
ers that measure less than 60 feet traditionally carry 
fewer anglers, are faster and provide many options 
for charter masters.  

This season’s listing includes a breakdown of the 
different types of trips offered. Inshore (IN) trips are 
popular for early season runs and shorter half-day, 

three-quarter-day and twilight trips during the summer fishing season.  
If you are planning to fish offshore islands, book a boat that fishes 
there regularly and knows the hot fishing spots. Your choices might 
include: Catalina (CA), San Clemente (CL), the Coronados (CO), in-
ner Channel Islands (CI) or outer Channel Islands (OI). Boats that fish 
offshore (OS) waters on overnight and mini-long range trips target pe-
lagics and other exotics that show up early in the summer and can 

traditionally stick around until late fall.  Other trips listed in our 
table include Mexican Coast (MC), and other destinations. Rockcod 
Specials (RC), also known as “Freezer Specials” are available options 
for offshore trips during the early spring and winter months.

Coast Guard regulations are related to passengers just after a 
boat pulls away from the dock. A meeting in the galley will be 
called to talk about marine safety, tackle tips and to make sure that 
everyone is settled in their bunks as a sportfishers leave a harbor. 
At the end of the trip, after the catch has been filleted (some limi-
tations apply) is the time settle your tab in the galley. As we always 
remind our readers, don’t be hesitant about tipping the crew for a 
job well done.

Always exciting to witness is bluefin 
“foamer” in offshore waters. 

Anytime you can bring a 
150-pound tuna to the 
gaff is a good time.  

An Intrepid passenger shows off a colorful dorado. If 
you want to capture the moment, take your photos 
right away while the fish is still brightly lit. 
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Fisherman’s Landing — Shelter Island, 2838 Garrison Street, San Diego, CA 92106
619-221-8500 • FishermansLanding.com

Condor ...................... Scott Meisel, Capt. Jimmy Merill ............90 x 26........30-45 .......35b ............45 ..........1-3: CO, OS, MC ............. 619-221-8500
Dolfin ......................... Jason Coz .............................................85 x 26........75 ............NA ..............25 ..........1/2 Day .......................... 619-221-8500
Excel .......................... Justin Fleck, Mike Ramirez.....................124 x 32......24-32 .......32sr ............32 ..........3-16: OS, MC, FD ........... 619-223-7493; ExcelSportfishing.com
Fortune ...................... Bruce Smith ..........................................65 x 22........24 ............26b ............NA .........Charter .......................... 619-972-9161
Islander (summer) ...... John Conniff .........................................85 x 24........18-35 .......30sr ............35 ..........1-6: CO, OS, MC ............. 619-224 -4388; IslanderSportfishing.com
Liberty........................ Taro Takenuphi......................................85 x 23........Open ........42b ............NA .........3/4: CO .......................... 619-221-8500
Mustang .................... Steve Gawitt .........................................70 x 20........25 ............32 ..............NA .........1-2.5, Charter ................ 619-221-8500
Outrider ..................... Jeff Stafford ..........................................50 x 16........21 ............11b ............15 ..........Charter, OS .................... 619-500-6796, 619-221-8500
Pacific Dawn (summer) .. Pat Cavanaugh, Mike Nickerson ............60 x 19........14-20 .......24b ............15 ..........1-2.5: CO, OS ................. 619-269-2186; PacificDawn.com
Pacific Queen ............. Drew Card, Gavin Habour .....................85 x 22........24-35 .......10sr, 30b ....14 ..........1-5: CO, OS, MC ............. 619-221-8500
Pegasus ..................... Joe Chait, Jason Rombotis .....................65 x 22........22-24 .......22b ............18 ..........1-4: CO, OS .................... 619-221-8500
Royal Polaris .............. Frank LoPreste, Roy Rose.......................113 x 29......18-35 .......35sr ............30 ..........1.5-22: OS, MC, FD ........ 619-226-8030; RoyalPolaris.com
Royal Star ..........................Tim Ekstrom, Randy Toussaint, Brian Simms ....92 x 25 ...........24 ................ 24sr ................18 ............. 1.5-16: OS, MC,   FD ..............619-224-4764; RoyalStarSportfishing.com
Searcher  .................... Art Taylor, Mike Potter ...........................95 x 25........20-29 .......29sr ............NA .........1.5-10: OS, MC .............. 619-226-2403; SearcherSportfishing.com
Shogun ...................... Rene Monteagado ................................90 x 30........22-30 .......32sr ............32 ..........1.5-16: OS, MC,  FD ....... 619-226-8030; ShogunSportfishing.com
Tomahawk ................. Eric Sauerwein, Cpt. Mike Lust ..............65 x 23........30 ............30b ............30 ..........1-2: CO, MC, OS ............. 619-224-3383

Point Loma Sportfishing — Shelter Island, 1403 Scott Street, San Diego, CA 92106
619-223-1627 • PointLomaSportfishing.com 

American Angler ........... Brian Kiyohara, Ray Lopez .........................90 x 26 ........ 18-28 ........32sr..............NA ..........1.5-18:OS, MC, FD ............619-223-5414; AmericanAnglerSportfishing.com
Daily Double .............. Fred Huber............................................65 x 20........70 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4:IN, CO ............... 619-223-1627; SanDiego-Sportfishing.com
El Capitan .................. Alan Fay ...............................................65 x 18........18 ............20b ............14 ..........3/4-2.5: CO, OS, ............. 858-278-9813; CalSportfishing.com
ElDorado (summer) ..... Matt Stover ..........................................85 x 22........100 ..........50b ............20 ..........3/4-1: IN, CA, CL, OS ...... 619-223-1627, BoatEldorado.com
Independence ............ Mark Pisano, Paul Strasser, Jeff DeBuys ..112 x 32......25-32 .......32sr ............32 ..........1 1/2-16: OS, MC ........... 619-226-6006; IndependenceSportfishing.com
Intrepid ...................... Bill Cavanaugh .....................................116 x 27......26 ............13sr ............26 ..........3-15: OS, MC, CO ........... 877-686-7827; Fishintrepid.com
Mission Belle .............. Steve Peterson, Tony Sotelo, Sean Hartigaro ...............65 x 20 .....45 ..............NA .........30 ................................. 1/2-3/4: IN, CO, MC 619-223-1627
New Lo-An ................. Markus Medak, Adam Williams .............65 x 24........36-42 .......42b ............14 ..........1-2: CO, OS .................... 619-223-1627; NewLo-An.com
Pacific Islander ........... Rick Russell ..........................................73 x 19........30 ............30b ............25 ..........1.5-3:OS, Islands ............ 619-223-1627
Point Loma  ................ Chad Sleger ..........................................58 x 18........30 ............NA ..............NA .........3/4: IN, CO ..................... 619-223-1627; SanDiego-Sportfishing.com
Success ...................... Cary Dodson .........................................58 x 17........12 ............12b ............12 ..........1 1/2-2:CO, MC, OS ....... 619-223-1627; SuccessSportfising.com
T Bird ......................... Kenny Hill, Tayler Hill .............................60 x 20........26 ............26b ............15 ..........OS, ON, Charter .............. 619-559-4954
Vagabond .................. Mike Lackey ..........................................80 x 24........16-25 .......25sr ............NA .........1 -10: OS, MC ................ 800-482-4226; VagabondSportfishing.com

H & M Landing — Shelter Island, 2803 Emerson Street, San Diego, CA 92106
619-222-1144 • HMLanding.com

Alicia ......................... Ping Liu ................................................46 x 15........20 ............9b ..............5 ............1/2-1: IN, CO, OS, MC......760-753-8394; SeaAdventureSportfishing.com
Constitution ............... Keith Denette .......................................80 x 20........25 ............25 ..............NA .........2.5-4.5:OS ..................... 619-222-1144
Daiwa Pacific .............. Ken Baruch, Mike Zayaz ........................60 x 18........24-40 .......24b ............8 ............1/2-2: IN, CO, OS, RC...... 619-222-1144
Excalibur .................... Chuck Taft ............................................85 x 26........32 ............32 ..............30 ..........TBA ............................... 619-222-1144
Fisherman III .............. JD McGriff ............................................65 x 20........61 ............NA ..............20 ..........1/2, TW: IN..................... 619-222-1144
Grande....................... James McDaniels ..................................88 x 24........24-40 .......40b ............NA .........3/4 Day .......................... 619-222-1144; GrandeSportfishing.com
Jig Strike ..........................Chuck Taft, Patrick Dorety ...............................56 x 18...........40 ...............28b ...............12 .............1/2-3: IN, CO, OS, MC, RC....760-753-8394; SeaAdventureSportfishing.com
Legend ....................... Chuck Taft ............................................75 x 24........13-45 .......36b ............30 ..........1-5: IN, OS,MC,CO,CL ..... 760-753-8394
Malihini ..................... Bill Wilkerson ........................................80 x 20........59 ............NA ..............16 ..........Open Party, Charter ........ 619-222-1144
Mustang .................... Steve Gawitt .........................................70 x 20........25 ............32 ..............NA .........1-2.5, Charter ................ 619-222-1144
Ocean Odyssey ........... Rick Scott, Dina Grivetto .......................85 x 25........27-40 .......39b ............30 ..........1-2: CO, OS .................... 858-277-7823; OceanOdysseyFishing.com
Old Glory ................... Kley Williams ........................................85 x 24........35-41 .......44b ............40 ..........1-2: CO, OS .................... 951-660-4130
Premier ...................... John Woodrum, Gus Gutierrez ...............81 x 25........90 ............NA ..............36 ..........1/2-3/4: IN, CO .............. 858-573-0591, 619-222-1144
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TRIP TYPES
CA = Catalina Island
CI = Inner Channel Islands
CL = San Clemente Island
CO = Coronado Islands
FD = fly-down and/or fly-back

OTHER
sr = Stateroom
b = Open bunks
Blue = Advertiser

Meet The Fleet Abbreviations
IN = Inshore/local
MC = Mexican coast
OI = Outer Channel Islands
OS = Offshore/outer islands
RC = Rock cod special 
ON = Overnight
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Poseidon .................... Hunter Denette .....................................75 x 23........25 ............25b ............25 ..........1.5-3: CO, OS ................. 866-903-7742, Poseidonsportfishing.net
Producer .................... Frank Brenha Sr, Frank Brenha Jr. ...........65 x 22........28-32 .......49b ............24 ..........1: CO, OS ....................... 619-222-1144
Ranger 85 .................. Jake Hensley .........................................85 x 22........28-40 .......40b ............25 ..........1-2 1/2: CO, OS .............. 619-997-9993; Ranger85.com
Relentless .................. Mike Franchak ......................................62 x 20........22 ............24b ............NA .........Charter .......................... 619-818-5644
Red Rooster III ........... Capt. Andy Cates ..................................105 x 27......18-30 .......30sr ............30 ..........3-18: OS, FD .................. 619-224-3857; RedRooster3.com
Sea Adventure 80 ....... Scott McDaniels, Mike McDaniels ..........80 x 25........32 ............21 ..............NA .........1-4: OS .......................... 619-221-8500
Spirit of Adventure ..... Mike Keating ........................................88 x 25........30 ............26sr ............30 ..........3-11: OS, MC ................. 619-222-1144
Top Gun 80 ................ Bob Taft, Scott Hart ...............................80 x 22........25 ............25sr ............25 ..........1-5: CO, OS, MC, RC ....... 619-222-1144, TopGun80.com
Vendetta .................... Ray Summer .........................................45 x 14........12 ............7b ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN, CO .............. 619-222-1144

Seaforth Sportfishing — Mission Bay, 1717 Quivira Rd, San Diego, CA 92109
619-224-3383 • Seaforth.com

Apollo ........................ Jodie Morgan .......................................65 x 22........18-25 .......14sr, 16b ....24 ..........1-6: CO,OS,MC .............. 858-220-1593, Apollocharters.com
Aztec ......................... Greg Gawitt .........................................65 x 22........28 ............28b ............24 ..........1-2: OS, MC, CO ............. 619-224-3383
Cortez ........................ Jim Hughes ...........................................60 x 20........23-49 .......23b ............24 ..........1-2: IN, CO, CL, OS ......... 619-224-3383
Endeavor.................... Tucker McCombs ..................................60 x 20........20-31 .......31b ............24 ..........1-2: IN, CO, OS, RC  ........ 619-224-3383
New Seaforth ............. Brian Castleton .....................................85 x 24........75 ............NA ..............50 ..........1/2-3/4:, IN, OS, MC ....... 619-224-3383
Pacifica ...................... Andrew Viola ........................................62 x 20........28 ............28 ..............15 ..........1-2: CO, OS .................... 619-224-3383
Polaris Supreme ......... Aliyar Hajinabi ......................................90 x 25........24 ............24sr ............24 ..........3-20: OS, MC, FD ........... 619-224-3383; PolarisSupreme.com
Pride .......................... Jason Zenor ..........................................50 x 16........18-20 .......20b ............12 ..........1-2: IN, CO, CL,  OS, RC .. 619-224-3383
Outer Limits ............... Paul Fisher ............................................65 x 20........23 ............24b ............NA .........1-2: IN, CO, OS ............... 858-689-1828; OuterLimit.net
Pacific Voyager ........... Mark Oronoz ........................................65 x 20........24-31 .......20sr, 4b ......18 ..........1-2: IN, CO, CL, OS ......... 619-224-3383
San Diego .................. Ryan Bostian ........................................75 x 23........60 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN, CO .............. 619-224-3383
Sea Watch .................. Kris Karpow ..........................................65 x 20........45 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN, .................... 619-224-3383
Tribute ....................... Mike Prichard .......................................80 x 24........36 ............36b ............25 ..........1-2: IN, CO, CL, OS ......... 619-224-3383
Voyager ..................... Todd Myer ............................................55 x 15........20 ............20b ............NA .........1-2: IN, CO, CL, OS ......... 619-224-3383

 Sunset over the tuna grounds. You really need to be there. 
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Long time Southern California 
residents fondly remember the old 
Pierpoint Landing. Many anglers' first fish-
ing memories took place on the sportboats 
out of the original Pierpoint Landing. The 
new Pierpoint Landing was opened in 1998 
by Don Ashley and Curt & Veronica Wegener. 
Located in the beautiful Pike/Rainbow Harbor 
development next to the Aquarium of the Pa-
cific, Pierpoint is less than a minute off the 
710 freeway. The current day Pierpoint Land-
ing is Long Beach's premier fishing landing. 
Pierpoint Landing is the closest to the fishing 

grounds and gives you more quality angling time. We have a thoroughly stocked tackle shop with 
1st class rental gear available. Pierpoint Landing is host to some of Southern California's most 
prestigious fishing and dive boats and all of our boats have full galley (food) service on board. Our 
boat schedule offers 1/2 Day, 3/4 Day, Sundown, Overnight, Limited Load and Multi-Day fishing 
trips. We specialize in private charters up to 88 passengers and whale watching up to 149.

     Whether you want to fish locally for bass, barracuda & halibut, angle the islands for yellowtail 
and white seabass or patty hop for tuna, Pierpoint Landing has the trip for you. 

Pierpoint Landing
200 Aquarium Way  •  Long Beach  •  CA 90802 • (562) 983-9300  •  Pierpoint.net

Pierpoint Landing – Long Beach’s Premier Fishing Landing

Long time Southern California residents fondly
remember the old Pierpoint Landing. Many anglers’
first fishing memories took place
on the sportboats out of the origi-
nal Pierpoint Landing. The new
Pierpoint Landing was opened in
1998 by Don Ashley and Curt &
Veronica Wegener. Located in the
beautiful Pike/Rainbow Harbor
development next to the Aquarium
of the Pacific, Pierpoint is less
than a minute off the 710 freeway.
The current day Pierpoint Landing

is Long Beach’s premier fishing landing. Pierpoint is the closest 
to the fishing grounds and gives you more quality angling time. 
We have a thoroughly stocked tackle shop with 1st class rental 
gear available. Pierpoint Landing is host to some of Southern 
California’s most prestigious fishing and dive boats and all of 
our boats have full galley (food) service on board. Our boat 
schedule offers 1/2 Day, 3/4 Day, Sundown, Overnight, Limited
Load and Multi-Day fishing trips. We specialize in private charters
up to 88 passengers and whale watching up to 149. 

Whether you want to fish locally for bass, barracuda & halibut,
angle the islands for yellowtail and white seabass or patty hop for
tuna, Pierpoint Landing has the trip for you.

Pierpoint Landing
200 Aquarium Way

Long Beach, CA 90802
562-983-9300 • Pierpoint.net

Helgren’s Oceanside Sportfishing — Oceanside Harbor, 1395 1/2 Harbor Dr. N., Oceanside, CA 92054
(*Rotates open-party boats)  •  760-722-2133  •  HelgrenSportfishing.com

Electra ....................... Joey Helgren .........................................75 x 25........35-80 .......35b ............20 ..........1/2-2, TW: IN, CL, OS ...... 760-722-2133
Oceanside 95 ............. Rick Slavkin ..........................................95 x 25........22-80 .......35sr, b ........NA .........1/2-6: IN, CL, OS, MC ..... 760-722-2133
Sea Trek ..................... Collin Jones ..........................................60 x 18........45 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN ..................... 760-722-2133

Oceanside Sea Centers — 315 Harbor Dr. S., Oceanside, CA 92054   •  760-450-0403
Blue Horizon .............. Jim Sharp .............................................55 x 17........14-35 .......14 ..............15 ..........1/2 -2, Charters......................................... 760-722-2133
Chubasco II ................ Ernie Prieto ...........................................60 x 20........40 ............NA ..............14 ..........1/2, 3/4, 1, Charters ....... 760-450-0403
Pronto........................ Capt. Ernie Prieto, Capt. David Yamori ...45 x 14........12 ............NA ..............7 ............1/2, 3/4, 1, 1.5 Charters . 760-450-0403
Sea Star ..................... Joe Cacciola .........................................60 x 19........30 ............NA ..............12 ..........1/2, 3/4, 1 Charters ........ 760-966-0111; SeaStarSportfishing.info
Southern Cal .............. Ernie Prieto ...........................................65 x 20........63 ............NA ..............24 ..........1/2,................................ 760-450-0403

Dana Wharf Sportfishing — Dana Point Harbor, 34675 Golden Lantern, Dana Point, CA 92629 
(*Dana rotates open-party boats)  •  949-496-5794 • DanaWharfSportfishing.com

Clemente ................... Cory Leiser, Chad Steffen.......................65 x 23........20-60 .......NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN, CA............... 949-496-5794
Dana Pride ................. Tom White ............................................95 x 25........100 ..........NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN, CA............... 949-496-5794
Fury ........................... Marcus Bailey .......................................65 x 22........42-60 .......46b ............28 ..........3/4-2: IN, CL, CA, OS ...... 949-496-5794
Helena ....................... Calvin Cooper .......................................50 x 15........15-35 .......NA ..............10 ..........1/2-3/4: IN, RC ............... 949-496-5794
Reel Fun..................... Chris Tica ..............................................58 x 18........44 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2-3/4: IN ..................... 949-496-5794
San Mateo ................. Bo Daniel .............................................42 x 11........28 ............NA ..............5 ............1/2-3/4: IN ..................... 949-496-5794
Sun Fun ..................... Brian Wooley ........................................65 x 23........60 ............NA ..............23 ..........1/2-3/4: IN, CA............... 949-496-5794

Davey’s Locker Sportfishing — Newport Harbor, 400 Main Street, Balboa, CA 92661
949-673-1434 DaveysLocker.com

Freelance ..........................Don Brockman, Chris Goble ...................80 x 22 .......... 90 ..............NA ......... 36 ...............3/4: IN, CA ..................949-673-1434
Thunderbird ......................Jeff Markland ........................................75 x 30 .......... 80 ..............37b........ 30 ...............Overnight ....................949-673-1434
Western Pride ...................Mike Harkins .........................................80 x 23 .......... 99 ..............NA ......... 36 ...............1/2: IN ........................949-673-1434
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Newport Landing Sportfishing — Newport Harbor, 309 Palm Street, Newport Beach, CA 92661
949-675-0550 • NewportLanding.com

Aggressor .........................Phillip Ebert ..........................................65 x 19 .......... 24-48 .........25b........ 16 ...............1/2-2: IN, CA, CL, OS ...949-675-0550
Nautilus ............................Robbie Ellingboe ...................................70 x 21 .......... 72 ..............NA ......... 24 ...............1/2: IN, CA ..................949-675-0550
Patriot ...............................John Fischer ..........................................72 x 22 .......... 76 ..............NA ......... 35 ...............3/4: IN, CA, OS ............949-675-0550

Long Beach Sportfishing — Long Beach Harbor, 55 Pico Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90802
562-432-8993 • LongBeachSportfishing.com

El Dorado (winter) .............Jeff Vidoapendo ....................................85 x 22 .......... 100 ............50b........ 20 ...............3/4-1: IN, CA, CL, OS ...714-782-4001, BoatEldorado.com
Ocean Explorer (AHRA-AHN) Andy Lee ........................................ 65 x 22 ........ 49 ............29b ....... NA ............ 1 All Day ................. 562-432-8993
Victory ..............................George Xenios ......................................75 x 24 .......... 92 ..............NA ......... 25 ...............3/4: IN, CA ..................562-432-8993

22nd Street Sportfishing — L.A. Harbor, 141 W. 22nd Street, San Pedro, CA 90731
310-832-8304 • 22ndStreet.com

Amigo ........................ Jeff Jessop, Mark Pisano........................60 x 19........24-48 .......24 ..............12 ..........1 - Overnight: CI, OS ...... 310-832-8304
Fortune (spring) .......... Bruce Smith ..........................................65 x 22........24 ............26b ............NA .........Charter .......................... 619-972-9161, 310-832-8304
Freedom ......................Jeff Jessop, Mark Pisano, John Woodrum .85 x 23 ........35-42 ....... 48b ............. 28 ...........1-3: CA, CL, CI, OS ..........310-832-8304, FreedomSportfishing.com
Monte Carlo ............... Jeff Jessop, John Woodrum ....................75 x 24........80 ............NA ..............36 ..........1/2: IN ........................... 310-832-8304
Native Sun ................. Aaron Grant .........................................76 x 26........90 ............na ...............30 ..........3/4: IN, CA ..................... 310-832-8304
Navgante (seasonal) ... Jacob Morino, Mike Jimenez ..................62 x 20........40 ............24b ............20 ..........1: IN, CA ........................ 310-832-8304
Pescador (seasonal) .... Jacob Moreno, Mike Jimenez .................50 x 18........24 ............10b ............6 ............3/4-1: IN, CA .................. 562-506-4980
Pursuit ....................... John Woodrum, Gus Gutierez ................65 x 23........75 ............46b ............30 ..........3/4-1: IN, CA .................. 310-832-8304
Tradition..................... Jacob Molla,Tom Duer ..........................60 x20.........40 ............NA ..............NA .........3/4: IN, CA ..................... 310-832-8304
Truline ........................ John Wantanabe ...................................58 x 20........24 ............28b ............24 ..........3/4, Overnight, Multi Day 310-832-8304
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Native Sun
22nd Street Landing in San Pedro, California

www.22ndstreet.com

Native Sun  •  22nd Street Landing

The Native Sun is a spacious 75’ x 24’ sport 
fishing vessel operating out of 22nd Street 
Landing in San Pedro, California. The boat is 
currently running 3/4 day fishing trips departing at 7am. 
This type of trip allows us to go wherever the fish are 
biting whether that be along the coast or around the beautiful Catalina Island and beyond. The “Native Sun” boasts a large 
galley as well as a large upper sun deck to relax on while traveling to and from fishing destinations. The boat is also equipped 
with modern electronics in the wheelhouse including a side scan sonar to maximize fish finding capabilities and a knowledgable 
friendly crew working to make your experience aboard a memorable one.
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Davey’s Locker • (949) 673-1434 
Balboa Pavilion, 400 Main St. Newport Beach, CA 92661 • daveyslocker.com

Davey’s Locker

Davey’s Locker is the most popular option for those considering whale watching in South-
ern California. Thousands of whales viewed each season and beautiful coastline combine to 
make a world renowned whale watching destination. 

Sportfishing trips are open to individuals, families, and all size groups. Trip lengths vary from 
our popular ½ day (5 hour excursions) and ¾ day (full day excursions) to overnight trips and 
longer. Davey’s Locker provides everything you need to make your trip a great fishing experi-
ence. Our Captains and crews provide years of fishing experience that is invaluable in helping 
to make each fishing outing relaxing and successful.

Game Changer

THE GAME CHANGER sits 70 feet by 18 feet wide with full walk around deck and ample room 
for 6 anglers to spread out and fish. The boat is equipped with state of the art electronics, a large 
fish hold, RSW as well as a 100 scoop bait tank. There are 4 staterooms and 3 baths.  Beds have 
memory foam mattresses made up with sheets, comforters and pillows. Shower amenities and bath 
towels are also provided.  There is a large galley, second deck salon with sofa and 360 views, as well 
as outdoor sundeck with patio furniture. Trips are all-inclusive, including cocktails, beer, beverages, 
5 chef prepared meals a day, rods/reels/tackle and fish fileting.  

Luxury Multi-day, 6-pack sport fishing at its best!

Game Changer
(619) 554-8700 • Gamechangersportfishingsd.com
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LA. Waterfront Cruises and Sportfishing, 1150 Nagoya Way, San Pedro, CA, 90731
310-547-9916

Gail Force ................... Ryan Gingler .........................................55 x 18........45 ............NA ..............NA .........3/4: IN, CA ............................ 310-844-3814, GailForceSportfishing.com
Sport King .................. Bruce Root ...........................................65 x 20........72 ............NA ..............12 ..........3/4: IN, CA ..................... 310-547-9916
Triton ......................... Ryan Gingler .........................................60 x 20........25 ............30 ..............18 ..........ON: IN, CA, CI ................ 310-844-3814, TritonSportfishing.com

Redondo Sportfishing — King Harbor, 233 N. Harbor Drive, Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310-372-2111 • RedondoSportfishing.com

Betty-G ...................... Anthony Le ...........................................35 x NA .......10 ............6b ..............NA .........Private Charter ............... 310-372-2111
Navgante (seasonal) ... Jacob Morino, Mike Jimenez ..................62 x 20........40 ............24b ............20 ..........1: IN, CA ........................ 310-372-2111
Pescador (seasonal) .... Jacob Moreno, Mike Jimenez .................50 x 18........24 ............10b ............6 ............3/4-1: IN, CA .................. 310-372-2111
Redondo Special ........ Erick Hobday ........................................65 x 25........65 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2: IN ........................... 310-372-2111

Marina del Rey Sportfishing — Marina del Rey, Dock 52 Fiji Way, Marina del Rey, CA
310-822-3625 • MarinedelReySportfishing.com

Betty O ...................... Michael Reinsch ....................................64 x 16........65 ............NA ..............10 ..........3/4: IN, RC ..................... 310-822-3625
New Del Mar ................ Rick Oefinger, Danny Erickson, John Petrov 75 x 25 ........ 90 ..............NA ...............25 ...........1/2: IN ...............................310-822-3625
Spitfire ....................... Jeremy Maltz, John Petrov .....................65 x 22........80 ............NA ..............20 ..........3/4: IN, CA ..................... 310-822-3625
Tortuga ...................... John Petrov, Steve Strugess ...................42 x 16........20 ............NA ..............10 ..........Charter  Only ................. 310-822-3625
Tourist ....................... Rick Oefinger ........................................45 x 15........30 ............NA ..............NA .........Local, Charter................. 310-822-3625

Hook’s Sportfishing — Channel Islands Harbor, 3600 S. Harbor Blvd. #1150, Oxnard, CA 93035
805-382-6233 • Info@HooksLanding.net

Coroloma ................... Steve Volaski, Ricky Perez ......................70 x 20........49 ............NA ..............25 ..........3/4: IN, CI ...................... 805-382-6233
Estella ........................ Chris Volaski, Tony Volaski .....................65 x 22........49 ............NA ..............20 ..........1/2:................................ 805-382-6233
New Hustler ............... Chris Volaski .........................................60 x 25........25 ............36 ..............16 ..........ON: All Day: CI:IN ........... 805-382-6233
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Graylight
(805) 844-5566  •  Channel Islands Sportfishing Center • Oxnard, CA  93035

alohaspirit.com

Graylight Channel Islands

Graylight is set up for 4-6 passengers 
• All bait, tackle and rods and reels 
   and fish cleaning are provided.
• We run with a captain and a deckhand on all trips.
• All new Furuno electronics including  
   a side scanning sonar.
• Seating for six people, as well as seating for 4 outside.
• It’s equipped with a full private bathroom with sink.

~
All you need to bring is your personal 
lunch cooler for your food and drinks.

Tips are not included in the cost of the trip.
Fuel surcharge may be applied.

We run out of Channel 
Islands Sportfishing Center 

in Channel Islands Harbor, (805) 382-1612
Our Website is 

 alohaspirit.com 
Our business phone is (805) 844-5566
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We Offer:
Private Charters

Party Yacht
3/4 Day •  Full Day

Overnight • Multi-Day
Areas We Fish:

Local • Catalina
Outer Islands • Outer Banks

Full Tackle Shop-Fishing Tackle, 
Rod/Reel Rentals, 

California Fishing Licenses, Bait,Ice
Free Parking  •  No fuel surcharges

ELDORADO
Overnight Island Freelance/Outer Banks

AHRA-AHN
Full Day Catalina

MarDiosa
6 Pack Charter 

CHUBASCO III
6 Pack Charter 

Long Beach Sportfishing @ Berth 55

VICTORY
3/4 day Freelance Local/Catalina

DREAMER
6 Pack Charter 

Long Beach Sportfishing @ Berth 55  •  (562) 432-8993
555 PICO AVENUE • LONG BEACH • LongBeachSportfishing.net

Options Sportfishing
Options Crew: Captain Wes Flesch, Captain Hunter Barrett and Jiro Spagnolini

Location: Pierpoint Landing - Long Beach, California
(562) 980-2009 •  optionsfishing.com

Options is a Southern California custom built sportfisher, specifically designed for West Coast style sportfishing. Options offers 
a full walk around, comfortable and spacious fishing platform for all West Coast style fishing. The 50 foot Cruzon was purchased with one thing 
in mind: options for all those chartering it, as in giving clients exactly what they want, from fishing to dropping them off in Avalon. Of course, 
all most anglers want is to be exactly where the fish are, and that’s where the options of Options really comes in, thanks in part to earlier-than-
most departures and bigger-than-most fuel capacity. The boat holds 1,100 gallons of fuel, giving it incredible range, and you guessed it, options. 
From local day trips to multi-day offshore expeditions, Options covers the entire Southern California Bight and excels in all manners of fishing.

Options Sportfishing 
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Channel Islands Sportfishing — Channel Islands Harbor, 4151 S. Victoria Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93035
805-382-1612 • CISCOS.com

Aloha Spirit ................ Shawn Stewart .....................................55 x 18........18 ............NA ..............20 ..........1: IN, CI ......................... 805-382-1612
Cobra......................... Chris Hanson ........................................45 x 12........10 ............NA ..............10 ..........1: IN, CI ......................... 805-382-1612
Erna-B ....................... Dave Wortham ......................................51 x 17........18 ............NA ..............10 ..........3/4: IN, CI ...................... 805-488-2212
Gentleman ................. Donny Rowell .......................................65 x 22........45 ............NA ..............15 ..........3/4: IN, CI ...................... 805-382-1612
Island Tak ................... John Fuqua ...........................................45 x 15........10 ............15b ............NA .........1: IN, CI, OI .................... 805-382-1612
Mirage ....................... Joe Villareal ..........................................63 x 18........22 ............27b ............12 ..........0, 2, 3: IN, CI, OI, OS ...... 805-983-0975
Pacific Islander (winter)  Rick Russell ................................................73 x 19 ........ 25 ..............30b ..............15 ...........0,2,3: IN, CI, OI, OS ..........805-382-1612
Ranger 85 (winter) ..... Jake Hensley .........................................85 x 22........40 ............41b ............30 ..........0,2,3: IN, CI, OI, OS ......... 805-382-1612
Seabiscut ................... Bobby Valney ........................................56 x 17........20 ............40b ............15 ..........0,2: IN, CI, OI, OS ........... 805-382-1612
Sea Jay ....................... Chauncey Preal .....................................45 x 15........10 ............11b ............NA .........1: IN, CI ......................... 805-382-1612
Speed Twin ................. Jesse Martinez ......................................65 x 22........45 ............NA ..............NA .........1/2: IN, CI ...................... 805-382-1612

Ventura Sportfishing 1500 Anchors Way, Ventura, CA 93001
805-676-3474 VenturaSportfishing.com

Amigo ........................ Johnny Enart .........................................60 x 19........24-48 .......24 ..............12 ..........1 - Overnight: CI, OS ...... 805-676-3474
Californian   ............... Tucker McCombs, Johnny Ewart .............65 x 22........43 ............NA ..............20 ..........1/2 CI ............................ 805-676-3474
Endeovor (seasonal) ... Tucker McCombs ..................................60 x 20........24 ............24b ............20 ..........Overnight ....................... 805-676-3474
Island Spirit ................ Cody Rogers .........................................68 x 21........60 ............NA ..............28 ..........3/2: IN, CI ...................... 805-676-3474
Pacific Dawn (winter).. Pat Cavanaugh .....................................60 x 19........24 ............24 ..............15 ..........1-Overnight: CI .............. 805-676-3474
Pacifica (winter) ......... Andrew Viola ........................................62 x 20........28 ............28 ..............15 ..........1-2: CO, OS .................... 805-676-3474
Pacific Eagle ............... Mike Mings, Sean Fitzy ..........................55 x 19........33 ............20 ..............14 ..........1-Overnight: CI .............. 805-676-3474

Sea Landing — Santa Barbara Harbor, 301 W. Cabrillo Blvd, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805-963-3564 • StardustSportfishing.com

Coral Sea ................... Jason Diamond .....................................60 x 18........17-24 .......24b ............18 ..........1-2: OS .......................... 805-963-3564; CoralSeaSportfishing.com
Stardust ..................... Jason Diamond .....................................65 x 19........49 ............NA ..............10 ..........1, 3/4, 12hr, TW: IN, CI ... 805-684-4741; StardustSportfishing.com

AD PROOF

Client: Channel Islands Sportfishing  Ad Executive: Warren Barrett (805) 648-2244
Please check this proof over carefully and indicate all corrections clearly.  You will have a “1st Proof”, “2nd Proof”, and “Final Proof”.  If we receive no proof after the 1st or 2nd Proofs, AD WILL 
RUN AS IS.  If this proof meets your approval on the 1st proof, check off “FINAL PROOF (APPROVED)” box, date and sign at the bottom

ISSUE:  2/25/21

Date: _______________________________DEADLINE FOR AD CHANGES
IS 12:00 NOON

N O T I C E :  P L E A S E  F A X  T H I S  P R O O F  T O  ( 805 )  648 - 2245 A S A P

1/2 Day • 3/4 Day • Full Day 
Overnight • Multi-Day 
Whale Watching

BAIT & TACKLE SHOP

(805) 382-1612 www.CISCOS.comALL BOATS ARE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED & OPERATED
@cisportfishing#FishCiscos

CHANNEL 
ISLANDS 
SPORTFISHING
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Six-pack sport fishing boats offer a more personalized, 
private fishing experience and are a valued option for 
groups of six anglers or fewer. These faster sportfishers range 
in size from 20- to deluxe 65-footers. And be aware, under 
new Coast Guard regulations, all six-pack sportfishers now 
required to pick up and drop off anglers at established sport 
fishing landings. 

Excellent boats staffed by a knowledgeable captain and 
crew, are available for almost any kind of fishing adventure 
from 1/2-day local to offshore multi-day, long range charters. 
Over the past couple of seasons many anglers fishing six-
pack charters have landed bluefin tuna weighing in excess 
of 200 pounds and now even rod and reel swordfish are 
being targeted.

Angling aboard a 6-pack is so popular, just about every 
landing offers at least one rapid sport fisher as an option 
to fishing on boats which carry a larger passenger load.  
Most boats that fall into the 6-pack category, traditionally 
carry four or fewer anglers. These lighter loads provide extra 
personal space when battling a big bluefin or swordfish. 
Another advantage to fishing these smaller, faster craft is 
their ability to make a number of rapid moves throughout 
the fishing day to get on schools of fish. Also, once on the 
tuna grounds, their being able to effectively fish a kite under 
most any weather condition makes for a high hookup rate.

Another reason to fish a six-pack is that the charter master 
can speak directly with the captain as to fishing options for 
that day. On a big sportfisher, the captain will already have 

the area to be fished on the vessel’s GPS, whereas on a six-
pack, the charter group is open to where to go and what 
species of fish to target. 

Most six-packs provide all the latest high-end tackle you 
will need for a day of fishing, but food service is optional, 
so check with each sportfisher for amenities offered. A crew 
member is also skilled at filleting freshly caught fish and 
having it packaged when you get to the dock. If you have 
a small group of friends or family, this might be the way to 
go. Enjoy the comfort and ride of an often very productive 
sportfishing trip along or off the coast.

Six-pack Trips a Personalized Fishing Adventure

Tackle and gear gets loaded on the long-range Intrepid.
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ORANGE COUNTY
Dana Wharf Sportfishing, Dana Point Harbor, 
949-496-5794  •  DanaWharfSportfishing.com
Boardroom .....................Todd Mansur..................................65 Hatteras ........................ 949-496-5794
Hot Spot ........................Dan Brown ....................................Custom sportfisher  ............ 949-496-5794
Current ..........................Cory Hall ........................................52 Hatteras ........................ 949-496-5794

Davey’s Locker Sportfishing/Newport Landing, Newport Harbor, 
949-673-1434
Bongos II ...................... Capt. Ben Verns ..............................38 Topaz  ........................... 949-673-2810,Bongossportfishing.com
Bongos III...................... Capt. Ben Verns ..............................36 Tiara ............................. 949-673-2810, Bongossportfishing.com

SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Fisherman’s Landing, San Diego, CA, 619-221-8500
Intrigue ..........................Scott Meisel ...................................50’ Sportfisher .....................619-221-8500
Hitman Sportfishing ....... Mark Bowman ................................27’ Stringari .........................619-405-2176
Lucky B Sportfishing ...... Brandon Nelson ..............................36” Yellowfin .......................760-445-4834
onemancharters ............ Brandon Hayward ...........................23 Parker .............................949-212-0719, onemancharters.com
Season’s Sportfishing  .... Jamie Thinnes .................................34 Parker .............................714-206-6146
Western Star ..................Capt. Kerin .....................................42’ Sportfisher .....................619-221-8500

Point Loma Sportfishing, San Diego, CA, 619-223-1627, PointLomaSportfishing.com
Hi-Count ........................Jason Reese ...................................44 Pacifica ...........................619-223-1627, Hi-CountSportfishing.com
Josie Lynn ......................Mike Hadfield ................................46 Pacifica ...........................619-277-5392, josielynnsportfishing.com
Sauerfish ........................James Santos .................................42 Uniflite ............................619-223-1627
Game Changer .............. Ryan Stahl ......................................70’ Custom ..........................619-223-1627
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Angler Larry Brown sports a prime 
tuna taken aboard the Intrepid. 
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H & M Landing, San Diego, CA, • 619-222-1144 • HMLanding.com
Easter B .........................Trevor Walsh ..................................50’ Chris Craft .....................619-222-1144
Erin Anne II ....................Chris Eubank .................................38’ Fountain ........................619-222-1144
Reel Champion ............. David Mack ....................................46 Egg Harbor .....................619-222-1144
Voodoo ..........................Ray Summer...................................70 Yacht ..............................619-222-1144

Seaforth Sportfishing, San Diego, CA, • 619-224-3383 • SeaforthLanding.com
El Gato Dos ................... Bryan Zulka ....................................43 Riviera ............................858-205-0212
Envader..........................Sam Potella ....................................44 Pacifica ...........................619-224-3383

Dana Landing, San Diego, CA, • 619-226-2929 • DanaLanding.com
Blackjack ................................. Steve Massey ......................29 Mirage (4-pack) ........................619-226-2929
Impulse .................................... Matt Barlow ........................42 Bertram ....................................619-226-2929, ImpulseSportfishing.com
Osprey ..................................... Jack Vincent ........................57 Viking .......................................619-559-5930, OspreyOceanCharters.com
Ratscaooion ............................. Dave Trimble .......................24 Mako ........................................619-226-2929

Helgren’s Sportfishing, Oceanside CA, • 760-722-2133 • HelgrenSportfishing.com
Reel Therapy ............................. Jason Montgomery ..............38 Sportfisher ................................760-722-2133
ReRe ........................................ Dave Wouas ........................Sportfisher .....................................760-580-5536

L.A. COUNTY, SAN PEDRO 
AND SANTA BARBARA

Pierpoint Landing, Long Beach, CA,   •  562-983-9300  •  Pierpoint.net
Bad Influence ................ Guy Grant.......................................38’ Custom ........................ 562-983-9300
Options ......................... Wes Flesch  ....................................50 Custom sportfisher ..........714-681-4385

Long Beach Sportfishing, Long Beach, CA,   •  562-432-8993  •  LongBeachSportfishing.com
Chubasco III .................. Darrel Sato .....................................35 sportfisher..................... 562-432-8993
Dreamer ........................ Allyn Watson ..................................48 x 14 custom .................. 562-607-2810

Jim Niemiec shows off a nice San Nicolas 
white seabass taken on board the Options. 
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 The Tomahawk logs another school class tuna. 

Pacific Raider ................ Jimmy Valdez ..................................38 Custom ......................... 562-432-8993
MarDiosa ...................... Herman Dorado ..............................48 Custom ......................... 562-432-8993

22nd Street Sportfishing, 141 W. 22nd Street, San Pedro, CA. 
310-832-8304  •  22ndstreet.com
Judith-Ann .................... Tom Durr ........................................32’ Lurhs ........................... 310-832-8304
Kamryn-Dawson   T.J. Holston ...............................................50’ Uniflite ......................... 310-832-8304

Channel Islands Sportfishing – Channel Islands Harbor, 4151 S. Victoria Ave. 93035 – 805-382-1612 
Graylight ....................... Shawn Stewart ...............................33’ Blackfin ...................................................................................805-676-3474

Independent charter boats: 
San Diego, Orange and Ventura Counties

Pacific Bills Charters ...... Bill DePriest ....................................23 Parker ........................... 949-735-3271
onemancharters .............Justin Reynolds, James Lega ...........23 Maritine ........................ 949-212-0719, onemancharters.com
The Long Run Sportfishing  Nathan Bell ....................................40 Custom ......................... 858-336-6594
Cowbouy Sportfishing ... Scott Wilson ...................................34 CHB Trawler .................. 619-300-5528
Feel N Lucky  ................. Larry Wilske ....................................35 Owens ............................fishingcharterssandiego.com, 858-633-3940
Fish Taxi ........................ Don Nelson ....................................32 Radovich sportfisher ........ 800-593-1234
My Office ...................... David Eyad .....................................32 Custom Sportfisher ..........760-722-2133
Patihopper .................... Spence dePalma .............................21 open custom ...................fishingcharterssandiego.com, 
                                                                                                                                        fishingcharterssandiego.com, 858-633-3940
Portofino Sportfishing .... Capt. Cameron Salimi .....................Custom Yacht .......................portofinosportfishing.com
Sport & Game Fishing Charters .............................................Custom charter ....................619-297-7426
Ohana........................... Danny Pitkin ...................................Custom Sportfisher ...............949-498-4285, Ohansportfishingdanapoint.com
Pacific Venture ............... Chuck White ...................................37 Uniflite ............................760-728-3410, Pacific-Venture.com
Sealutions Sportfishing .. Capt. Shannon McGraw ..................25’ Parker ............................949-466-2170, Sealutionscharter.com
Fin Fetish Sportfishing ... Capt. Brian Norris ...........................Sportfisher ...........................310-415-4668
Ironclad Sportfishing ......Capt. Frank Pitetti ..........................38’ Topaz .............................951-692-6410

LOCAL: 954-530-6908
HOOKERELECTRIC.COM

5094 NE 12th Avenue, Oakland Park, FL 33334-4917                       sales@hookerelectric.com

Hooker Electric Tuna 
Tubes are offered in four 
different sizes. They can be 
ordered individually as 
removable live well tubes, on 
deck removable case, or 
transom-mounted tubes. The 
gel inserts allow your baits a 
healthy recovery.

855.HOOK.ONE

Hooker Electric 
introduces the finest 
white polyethylene 
tuna tubes currently 
available anywhere. 

HOOKER ELECTRIC

Fiberglass
Tuna Tubes

WITH GEL INSERTS
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n  By Capt. David Bacon

State of the Art Reefing Device
INFORMED ANGLER

One belief growing in general acceptance is that our kelp is dwindling 
because mankind prevents rocks, boulders and other effective kelp holdfast 
materials from flowing to the sea during powerful storm debris flows that 
normally recharge reef materials. Sea Caves just offers back to the sea what 
mankind is depriving it of - good structure for kelp and marine life.

California is in a pickle when it comes to a reefing program. The stated posi-
tion of the California DFW is that they want to study all past reefs to see what 
has worked and what hasn’t performed well. I feel that looking backwards isn’t 
as helpful as looking forward at what we can do better than ever before, based 
upon state-of-the art technology, design and materials. Maybe we need a new 
acronym like SARD for State-of-the-Art Reefing Device

Coastal Conservation Association is instrumental nationwide and in Cali-
fornia in getting reefing projects done. Wayne Kotow, Executive Director of 
CCA’s California Chapter said, “CCA CAL believes that habitat creation and 
restoration in areas that can be accessed and enjoyed by recreational anglers 
is important for California. There are many areas in the ocean that are bar-
ren of habitat or biodiversity that an artificial reef can improve upon. CCA 
has an extensive resume of successful artificial reef development around the 
country and cannot wait for an opportunity to show how productive they 
can be here in California.”

What SARD is available now that has never been available before and is 

Northern West Coast states feel they have enough natural reef areas 
(that have not been stolen away from anglers as MPAs) that they don’t 
need a full-on reefing plan to “help ocean life thrive.” California is 

the exception because we have a great deal of flat, featureless seafloor which 
tends not to support nearly as robust a collection of sea life as does a good, 
high-relief structure like a natural or man-made reef. 

superior to what has been used in the past? 
Consider this… In 2019, Santa Barbara 
resident Chris Goldblatt set out to design 
the world’s most advanced ocean reef unit. 
The result of what became a monumental 
research and development project is the 
“Sea Cave,” which is a thing of engineer-
ing beauty in the eyes of someone like me 
who works hard for a healthy, thriving 
ocean full of sustainable life. 

A miniature model was fabricated and 
temporarily deployed as a short-term ex-
periment on the sea floor off Santa Barbara. 
Lush kelp was attached to the structure and 
critters quickly adopted it as home. The Sea 
Cave held small kelp holdfasts and showed 
excellent stability in the currents and swells. 

Next, molds were made for big 2600-pound 
Sea Caves and pouring began in earnest. 
These full-size units can serve as holdfasts for 
very large kelp plants, like we want to restore 
in Goleta Bay to protect the bay, enhance 
marine life and help bring some sand back to 
the popular beach. 

Beside serving as kelp holdfasts, Sea Caves 
are great for lobster, scallops, abalone out-
planting, increasing fish populations and 
helping with sustainable populations of nu-
merous sea critters. Each unit is designed to 
support an impressive 500 kilograms (over 
1,100 pounds) of flora and fauna. 

Design factors impress me, such as con-
crete specially formulated at almost 6,000 
PSI. It is full of densifiers, water proofers, 
bonding micro-fibers, and PH balancers 
so the PH of the concrete matches that of 
saltwater, to allow plants to settle natural-
ly. Sea Caves are designed to last 500 years 
under water. 

That is why donors with high net worth 
are beginning to circle with offers to name 
the entire Goleta Kelp reefs with family 
name to create a 500-year legacy. Goldblatt 
has not commented on this but sources tell 
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me naming rights go to the single larg-
est donor for the project. 

Protected by copyrights, trademarks 
and patents, the Sea Cave is well pro-
tected and sole worldwide licensing 
rights for construction, deployment, 
monitoring and permitting rests with 
Santa Barbara’s own Fish Reef Project. 
It is a perfect fit.

Sea Caves are going places. They have 
been recently shipped to destinations 
such as Baja and South Carolina. Other 
projects include development of the 
giant African Food Reef to build food-
generating reefs up and down the coasts 
of Africa, bringing about food, jobs and 
carefully managed ocean health. In 
Papua New Guinea, a Fish Reef project 
deployment has been providing food, 
jobs and ocean health for years. 

Fish Reef Project stands ready and 
able to deploy reefs in California State 
waters, such as for a kelp restoration 
project in Goleta Bay. California has not 
kept up with other states and nations 
in implementing a reefing program to 
restore kelp forests and enhance sea life 
and recreational/commercial opportu-
nities. Hopefully very soon.

Let’s help make this happen. Visit 
fishreef.org and find out how you can 
help ocean life thrive. Here is an inter-
esting video to watch: 
youtube.com/watch?v=n7iK4f280K0 

California has a couple of reefs built 
recently and they are clearly respon-
sible for producing substantial new 
sea life. We need many more to serve 
the purposes of sea life abundance, 
sustainable use, and flourishing places 
for people to visit. Another possibility 
for enhanced reefing is to factor tech-
nology to live stream reef life into our 
K-12 classrooms across the state, na-
tion and globe. Reefs can be fabulous 
learning platforms. 

With new reef technology, innovative 
materials and design creativity, we can 
give our coastal ocean life a real boost. 
When done well, reefs are proven to 
produce life, not just attract life. We 
can have lush kelp forests, robust in-
shore ecosystems, abundant and thriv-
ing fisheries. Recreational anglers will 
benefit from reefing and therefore it is 
something we should work together for. 
I sincerely feel it is one of the best pos-
sible things we can do for our ocean.  n
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Reading 
Offshore

Sunrise off the west end of Catalina – hoping to locate the SST break holding game fish.



By Bob Hoose

It was modern history—
early November 2020—and 
we were motivated. The 

week earlier, our friend Frank 
Adler had boated his first local 
swordfish. Thus, the following 
Friday night, we were heading 
out in the dark to search for the 
same temperature break that 
had held all the bait and which 
had rewarded our friend.

During the week, however, 
the temperature break that was 
just west of the 43-fathom spot 
had slowly moved northeast – 
off the structure and out into 
featureless bottom. Regardless 
of the bottom structure, we 
studied recent Terrafin SST (sea 
surface temperature) charts 
and set a course to where we 
thought we would find the edge. 
Specifically, a hard degree and a 
half water temperature break. 

At 4 a.m. we reached the zone and after an 
hour of zig zagging across the area we stum-
bled across a group of dolphins feeding along 
a slight edge in temperature. Confirming our 
plan, a flock of shearwaters were present as 
well, feeding in the same general direction as 
the dolphins. Simultaneously, our sounder 
began to mark tightly-packed balls of baitfish 
– every hundred yards it showed bait on the 
surface and down to 10 or 20 fathoms. We 
didn’t need to see anymore—we shut down 
in the dark and rigged tackle and baits. 

As soon as we turned on the deck lights, 

 Photos by Bob Hoose
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schools of sauries swarmed the boat. A 
few minutes later, a loose pack of 12-
inch squid came to the lights, and then 
a couple flying fish swam in as well. 
With such a bountiful food source pres-
ence, we had high hopes that the apex 
predators find our baits at gray light. 

While deploying the first sword bait, 
the bite caught us off guard. When we 
reached the thousand-foot mark and 
tossed the buoy over, instead of sitting 
upright from the weight and line tension, 
it drifted off on its side. A swordfish had 
eaten the squid on the sink and when 
our friend Grant came tight on the reel, 
the telltale heavy pressure and tail pumps 
transcended up to the rod. Fish on!

The incident is a perfect example 
of reading offshore sea conditions to 
locate the bait and gamefish that will 
likely be feeding in the area. The reality 
of the aforementioned outing is near 
the boat we ended up pulling the hook 
on the sword, but during the fight we 
also had bluefin, dolphin and whales 
feeding near the boat. The one and half 
degree sea temperature edge, although 
above featureless bottom, held the bait 
and attracted the predators that West 
Coast anglers look for each season. 

While I am no expert at this offshore 
game, let me share some observations 
that have been shared by captains who 
do this for a living. It’s information 
that has been passed down generation 
to generation for its reliability yet en-
hanced by changing technology we are 
able to adopt and utilize.

BREAK TIME
Sea surface temperature breaks 

or edges play a key role in locating 
offshore gamefish, though not all will 
concentrate game fish. At the top of 
the food chain are schools of baitfish 
and in Southern California we typical-
ly see anchovy, sardines, sauries, Span-
ish and greenback mackerel on the 
grounds. When areas of water move 
on and a temperature break forms – be 
it from an upwelling or ocean current 
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– baitfish will concentrate in their 
water temperature comfort zone 
along that break. 

If it’s from upwelling, all the 
nutrients from the bottom get 
pushed towards the surface and 
the next level of the food chain. 
Zooplankton concentrates in these 
zones, which attracts krill, anchovy, 
sardine, mackerel and squid, which 
in turn become food for the apex 
predators. Though it may move 
with the currents, mammals, birds, 
sharks, swords, and gamefish stay 
on the break and enjoy plentiful 
food options. 

There are many good sea surface 
temperature services available. We 
have used Terrafin.com since the 
beginning and have been happy 
with their service. Terrafin also of-
fers the mobile app which we use 
anytime we have wi-fi service while 
out fishing. During the billfish 
season, we often go into Cat Harbor 
for the safe anchorage and down-
load any updated charts from the 
island’s wi-fi. Out in front of Ava-
lon has service so it’s another good 
spot to download updated charts.

The red arrow marks 
a temperature break 

along the 500 fathom 
line below Coronado 

Canyon. This SST break 
or edge concentrated 

the bait and was an 
excellent area for 

swordfish for about 
two weeks last fall. 

Last season, Chris Webb found and worked a ballyhoo trolling pattern 
across a hard temperature edge and it wasn’t long before a striped 
marlin crashed the short rigger bait.
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Other services I have used are Ocean Imaging and FishDope.com, which 
has a map overlay on their chart service. Regardless of which you use, it 
is important to understand what you are looking at and how to eliminate 
unproductive water and misleading information. 

For example, many times warm areas of water will build up in the 
lees of both Catalina and San Clemente islands. That surface water is 
protected from the wind and typically several degrees warmer than the 
water just outside the wind line or protection of the island. The edge 
that you are looking for is only on the surface – not the depth or condi-

 
This tuna and several others were on a 
temperature break that moved up and onto 
structure along the west end of San Clemente 
Island. When combined, temperature breaks 
and structure concentrate the bait in tight areas 
which lead to some epic offshore fishing. 

A basking swordfish found on a temperature break. With the concentrations of bait on the break, swords, marlin and 
tuna show on the slack tides. The mackerel pinned on the J hook is from the angler’s rod before the cast.
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tion needed to form the food chain 
and attract gamefish. 

Something smart to consider, most 
of the sea temperature services cycle 
through several satellite shots each 
day to provide the best picture for 
SST’s. If available, pay close attention 
to the satellite shots from 10 p.m. 
until 5 a.m. These are not affected 
by solar warming and show a cleaner 
edge at night than the same shot dur-
ing the middle of the day. The effects 
of the sun warming the surface water 
can hide the true edges of a one- or 
two-degree temperature break. 

Another good use for SST charts 
is to be able to eliminate unproduc-
tive water. These are homogenous 
areas where the water temperature is 
consistent over miles of ocean. Unless 
this area is over a bank, seamount, or 
canyon – chances of finding bait or 
some other food source is limited. By 
eliminating unproductive zones, you 
can focus on those that have potential 
for an SST break and not waste fuel 
searching in an unproductive zone. 

When you check sea temps matters. 
Most anglers typically look at an SST 
chart the night before their trip and 
base their plan on that information. 
While this plan can lead you to fish, 
a better approach is to start tracking 
the breaks the week prior to your trip. 
One way to track a break is to print 
out the satellite shot on your com-
puter each evening leading up to the 
trip. I use a notebook and simply at-
tach each page in time order and use 
a pen to mark a couple breaks that 
have potential for your upcoming 
trip. If you are on a charter or sport 
boat trip, it is the captain’s job to put 
his passengers on a zone to have a 
shot at the fish. If you are a private 
boater, it’s best to stay on top of what 
is happening and has been trending 
in your zone and get dialed in on the 
breaks prior to the trip. 

By doing your homework early, you 
may discover that many breaks fall 
apart leading up the trip. However, 
there are always secondary areas that 
form and when combined with the 
fishing information, these SST breaks 
can be deadly on predicting where 
the schools may end up at the time 
you are on the water.

 
During the warm water months, dorado migrate into the Bight and 
are concentrated on the warm edges of a temperature break. Many 
of our best dorado trips last season were when we found a hard SST 
edge in blue or blue/green water.
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along the color break and both surface and 
marks on the sounder will give away where 
the game fish are located. 

Just as miles of pleasant blue water are not 
your friend, neither are miles of green water 
with high concentrations of chlorophyll. 
Therefore, with the SST shots, pay atten-
tion to these color masses or lifeless zones to 
eliminate such water from your search pat-
tern. It’s much more productive to find the 
edge, or leading edge where the break is most 
defined and has sea surface edges to attack.

BIG FRIENDS 
I have always been amazed by the abil-

ity of whales to find food in the vast ex-
panses of the sea. Finback and blue whales 
are some of my favorite signs offshore. 
When you find theses whales, understand 

CHECK THE COLORS
The same SST services also offer color charts 

or shots showing the concentration of chloro-
phyll on offshore areas. Like temperature edges, 
color breaks (chlorophyll) also play a role in 
locating gamefish. While areas of crystal blue 
water may look good to anglers, they are com-
pletely void of chlorophyll, which is the base 
for phytoplankton, the ocean food web. Phy-
toplankton use chlorophyll to carry out pho-
tosynthesis, which turns into food for the next 
level of the food chain. In areas of clean blue 
water, finding a floating kelp would be your best 
chance of finding any gamefish. However, find 
a color break that pushes up against the clean 
blue water and you could have an edge for both 
the food chain and gamefish to thrive. 

Occasionally, the SST breaks are also combined 
with color breaks. These edges of water can be 
very productive areas to find gamefish – bill-
fish, swords and tuna. Every trip is different 
and sometimes the game fish are located on the 
“clean” side of the color break while other days 
they are found on the “dirty” or green side of the 
break. A good approach here is to zig zag a grid 

The black line shows a hard temperature break that formed 
outside the 9 mile bank. On this particular day, most of the 
fleet was set on the structure on the 9 mile bank and having 
fair success. Boats that followed the SST edge southwest had 
much better fishing and conditions.

Frank Adler with his first local 
swordfish caught aboard the 
Propsector last fall. Frank’s 
sword bite came on a tempera-
ture break that had moved out 
onto featureless bottom, but the 
temperature break concentrated 
the bait. Swordfish, bluefin, and 
whales followed the bait as the 
edge moved northwest.
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they may be on krill, which in turn 
attracts many species of tuna. Back 
in the days of albacore fishing, the 
blue whales would be working an 
edge of krill and we would deploy 
a set of 7strand carrot top (orange) 
Tuna Clones and get covered up on 
albacore alongside the whales. 

During the bluefin years, that same 
orange coloration in a swimming 
plug like an X Rap 15 would stop the 
boat on bluefin of all sizes. Our most 
productive stops occurred when we 
circled back around on the boil or 
surface “footprint” where the whale 
had submerged. In such cases, the 
krill would be all over the surface 
with tunas mopping up the mess. 

The smaller finbacks tend to feed 
on the same bait as the tuna, so their 
presence is a good sign. Stay alert while 
fighting a tuna, and keep an eye on the 
whale’s direction. You’ll want to paral-
lel the big mammal’s course to find the 
next gamefish school. Whales can lead 
you to very fishy zones with bait (krill 
and anchovy fry) and the game fish are 
usually close by. 

Frank Adler with his swordfish 
caught aboard the Prospector. 
Big smiles from Frank’s daughter 
in-law, grandbaby, and crew on the 
Prospector. 

FEATHERED INDICATORS
Bird life plays an important role in reading offshore wa-

ter. Those found offshore are always in work mode – look-
ing for their next meal. If you have done your homework 
on the SST’s and color breaks, and if the bait is there, the 
offshore birds will already be in the zone. Offshore, I want 
to see terns, shearwater and albatross. 

Terns are very predictable when on game fish. When 
they are traveling 20 to 60 feet above surface with their 
heads down and they lock up their wings and dip, seconds 
later there is usually a game fish blowing up on bait. When 
they are in a group of two or more, and demonstrate the 
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A screen shot of the sounder showing stacks of bait near the surface and several smaller 
schools down at 100 fathoms or 600 feet. By zig zagging across the temperature 
break, you can dial in the zone with the best conditions and focus on those areas for 
swordfish, tuna, and other offshore gamefish. This sounder shot was from a trip on a 
SST break that had good fishing for the deep drop fishing fleet for swords.

A ‘foamer’ of bluefin tuna crashing a bait ball last season. Find the biat, and most likely offshore gamefish will be there sooner or later to feed.

Shearwaters are group hunters. They 
like to divide and conquer, spread 
out in a line and cover more water 
as a group. After they find the bait 
and feed, many times they will settle 
down and wait for the gamefish to 
push the bait back up to the surface. 
Other times, they seem to understand 
the slack tides and know to save their 
energy for the next feeding activity. 

A big raft up of shearwaters is doing 
just that – waiting out their time for 
action. Shearwaters that have been 
feeding, settle down but appear irritat-
ed and paddling are likely in position 
for game fish below to drive forage to 
the surface. On slow days, we have 
caught fish just by stopping upswell of 
a shearwater raft up and drifting baits 
on sinker rigs, but not always. 

The adult albatross is a majestic 
bird. It always gives me a boost in 
confidence when they are in the area. 
The younger albatross act like gulls 
in their pursuit of food. On a tuna 
stop, the young ones will swim up to 
the transom and try to eat the chum. 
Once they reach maturity, they are re-
lentless in their search for food. If you 
are out fishing for albacore and find 
albatross, a jig stop is coming soon.

It’s all part of reading the off-
shore water. 

same behavior, get over there fast and with a couple casters on the bow. Vio-
lence is about to go down!

If we could ever crack the code on tern sounds or communication, the tu-
nas would not stand a chance. However, when you see this activity and hear 
the chirping of terns, it is a good indicator that their meal is being pushed 
up to the surface and they are calling in their buddies to feast. While the 
terns seem to appear out of nowhere, if the boat is stopped on fish, I will get 
the binoculars out and try to figure out which way they are moving. More 
often than not, it is in the direction of another school.
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Invincible Catamaran: 
A Rising Star in Sportfishing

PCS BOAT REVIEW

W hen it comes to local trends on the 
West Coast, we seem a bit behind the 
East Coast in several areas. Boating 

seems to be one of them. Over the years, we 
have watched certain craft slowly take over 
the market after dominating on the Atlantic 
side for years. A prime example would be pilot 
house boats. The mid-range guy who wants a 
trailerable boat and wants to fish offshore seas 
has gone strongly in this direction.  

Another example of a style of boat that has long been popular 
on the East Coast are the super-powered, high-end center consoles. 
You’ve seen them out there with transoms loaded with more power 
than a Coast Guard cutter. Go fast or go home mentality remains in 
play, but they’re generally designed with the warm Southeast in mind. 

The element of fast, however, remains in play as those big game 
runs keep getting longer and longer. But what’s the next level up? Tru-
ly, the comfort of ride could be elevated, so along came the sportfish-
ing catamaran. It’s not particularly new to the market - even the West 
Coast market - but the available quality and level of design expertise 
are what is new to our area. It should come as no surprise then that 
the designers of Invincible Catamarans are local to the Newport Beach 
area and are behind many of the top catamaran designs in the world.

Schock Boats, having seen some charter fleets upgrade to high end 
catamarans, recognized it was time to introduce the Invincible line of 

n  By PCS Editorial

catamaran sport fishers to the California and 
Baja market and quickly put a 35 and a 40 in 
stock. The 40 sold almost instantly and the 35 
will be on the water soon as well. You can bet 
on that. The great thing is that the lead time 
with an Invincible is shorter than most due to 
the fact they are building more boats and have 
the large factory to do so.

This puts the process right in the fisherman’s 
wheelhouse. The choice to purchase a catama-
ran is a simple one. If you are a person looking 
to fish offshore, fish with a fast powerful boat 
and not give up deck space, a catamaran fits 
the bill. The way it handles the ocean by cut-
ting through the slop yet is extremely stable on 
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the drift and features a single level deck 
providing the ability to gaff a fish from 
the bow, puts the cherry on top.

So, who is Invincible?
Invincible Boats have long been 

known for their amazing craft that revo-
lutionized the high-end center console 
market. With that established reputa-
tion and the emerging catamaran mar-
ket, they were determined to make a 
statement. They partnered with Morelli 
and Melvin, well-respected naval archi-
tects known for their work in the mul-
tihull designs. The partnership created 
the Invincible patented hybrid, semi-
asymmetrical multi-hull design, which 
set a new standard with exceptional 
handling, speed and an amazing ride. 

Still, seeing is believing. When Ruth 
and Steve Schock let me know that the 

40 Invincible Catamaran had been sold 
and commissioned, I wanted to be first 
in line to get on the water with this 
fishing machine. Jay McCants had sold 
the boat to a local Newport Beach resi-
dent who was really excited to fish the 
boat, and the owner spared no expense 
in decking out the new 40. 

Jay set up a meeting for me to take 
a ride with the new owner to get a feel 
for the Invincible’s highly regarded 
handling. A recent period of strong 
coastal and offshore winds actually cre-
ated an ideal testing ground. Blowing a 
steady 15 knots with some gusts of 18-
20 mixed in, it was a perfect test for this 
“new kid on the block.”

As we pulled out through Newport 
Beach harbor, I couldn’t help but no-
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tice how many “looks” the boat gets. 
I am guessing it could be the four 
400-horsepower Verado engines clean-
ly mounted on the back of this beast. 
It could also be the fact that again this 
is indeed a new category for our area. 
And the talk around is that these cats 
can blow just about anything out of 
the water. 

As we cruised to the entrance, the 
new owner and his buddies had noth-
ing but amazing things to say. They 
could not stop talking about the fact 
they get to San Clemente Island in less 
than an hour, fish hard and can be 
back in time for late afternoon cock-
tails. They said this of a smooth run 
at 50 knots even in sloppy conditions. 
Could this be hype or the real deal?

When they told me to hold on, I 
was ready. Quickly and smoothly, we 
were up on plane doing 40 knots in 
short order through choppy seas. As 
I braced for a few steep swells, the 
boat never shuddered, but punched 
through, leaving me pleasantly surprised. Bringing the throttles 
up, we hit 48 knots in the slop and still enjoyed a smooth entry 
as it cut through the chop. 

McCants had let me know that the Invincible handles differ-
ently than most cats, specifically the way it turns. The Invincible 
tends to lean into the turn giving you that exhilarating race car 
feel as opposed to others that commonly lean away from the 
turn. The banking turns give comfort and safety at high speeds 
up to 70 mph. 

The layout is clearly designed as a fishing machine, including 
a coffin kill box/chase lounge in the bow and the giant below-
deck fish boxes. The owner of this rig is having one of the deck 
boxes turned into a below-deck slammer. This will increase the 
bait capacity over the large pressure sealed bait tank that is cur-
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rently on the boat. 
The large sea chest makes way for all 

the pumps to be mounted cleanly and 
efficiently. The gunwales are full of rod 
holders and the storage on the sides of 
the console are nicely laid out for lots 
of your best rods. The owner chose to 
have two of the largest Simrad screens 
and these do not disappoint. 

There is also a bench set-up in the 
back that can be removed when fish-
ing but returned when taking harbor 
cruises or hosting large groups on re-
laxing trips. And you’ll never have to 
worry about convenience of berthing. 
These cats are designed with the same 
beam as a monohull giving the ability 
to use the same normal slip to length 
as any other vessel.

Another neat feature is the auto en-
gine flush, which gives time to each 
engine while you offload gear and get 
cleaned up. You will also appreciate the 
side dive door, or as we call it the “cow 
tuna door.” This makes boarding easy 
and landing that giant even easier.

Schock has gone so far as to add 
another custom feature: protective 
“wings” built onto the enclosure. 
While there is always some spray to 
contend with on the ocean, by add-
ing these protective wings no matter 
how windy it is, you will always be out 
of the weather and happily enjoying 
your ride. I can’t imagine leaving the 
harbor in an open boat without this 
custom feature.

With the standard fuel compacity of 
800 gallons, the Invincible 40 has a fac-
tory reported range of 750 miles-almost 
half the fuel burn of a corresponding 
mono hull boat. There are no tuna out 
of range. Your party can stay with the 
fish for a couple of days or if you need 
to adjust to reach a better bite, you 
have the ability to run the extra miles.

By comparison, I also had the chance 
to do a walkaround on the 40’s smaller 
sister the 35 Invincible. I really feel that 
our fishery likes that mid 30’s boat, 
and this one can do anything that the 
larger vessel can do and includes all the 
features. Due to the square bow, it feels 
much larger than 35 feet. 

The bait capacity is the same and 
the power will still rocket you to the 

Hook, Line and Sinker
4010 Calle Real

Santa Barbara, Ca 93110

tvague@icloud.com

VAGUE RODS...
THE BLEEDING EDGE OF
CUSTOM ROD WEAVING 

AND WRAPPING

Brainstorm your own
custom design with 
Capt. Tiffany Vague

One-offs or outfit your
boat with a full set

Got

Range?Range?

1-201-825-1400 (INT’L)
800-526-5330

• Available In 9 Sizes, 25-500 Gal.
• Gas Or Diesel Compatible
• Simply Unfold On-Deck & Fill
• Fully Collapsible, Easy Stowing
• In-Stock...WORLDWIDE Shipping

BOaTBLaDDeRS.comBOaTBLaDDeRS.com

MADE IN 
tHE

USA

aUXILIaRY 
FUeL BLaDDeRS

Deck Space Saving Design!
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island with a max horsepower of 1200 
plus 550-gallon fuel capacity boast-
ing a 500-mile range. Regardless of 
the model, the Invincible hull design 
features a custom knuckle under-
neath or, as they refer to it, an “anti-
sneezing valve” that knocks the waves 
down and in turn, stops spray com-
mon to other vessels in this class. 

Whether you and friends are pulling 
on tuna or are anchored up at Cata-
lina for an evening cocktail, this 35 
will do it all. Schock has a 35 in stock 
at the time of writing this, meaning 
no waiting on the factory to get you 
outfitted for this season. And, you’ll 
be getting one of the best constructed 
35 Catamarans on the market.

So, if you are looking to get ahead 
of the trend and lock onto one of 
the best fishing boats on our coast, 
I would highly recommend looking 
into the Invincible Catamarans. They 
come in all sizes from 33, 35, 37, 40 
feet, and even a jumbo 46. Once you 
have fished an Invincible Cat you may 
never go back to anything else.

For more info or a sea trial give 
Schock Boats a call at 949-673-2050 
or visit them online at www.schock-
boats.com or even better, visit them 
in Huntington Beach and see the 35 
in person. n

Monthly Maintenance Programs
Engine and Generator Service

Electronics
Sanitation Systems and Toilets

Exterior Wash Downs
Interior Cleaning
Topside Detailing

Teak and Varnish Services
Canvas, Upholstery and Carpeting

Newport Beach Yacht Services, LLC
Marine Plumbing Services

Service is How We Succeed!

729 W. 16th Street, Suite C3 • Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Stefang@nbysmail.com
(949) 631-3763 and (949) 631-1814

www.NewportBeachYachtServices.com

AV YACHT MAINTENANCE
(714) 465-7513 – Ask for Arturo

SPECIALIZING IN SPORTFISHERS 
Affordable Washdowns • Waxing •  Varnish

Bottom Cleaning •  Fiberglass Repair •  Outrigger Polishing
ALL AT GREAT RATES!!

FREE WASHDOWN!
Try our service. Just mention this ad and we’ll wash your 

boat the first time FREE of charge with no obligation!

Dana Point to Marina Del Re

SPECIALIZING IN SPORTFISHERS 
Affordable Washdowns • Waxing •  Varnish

Bottom Cleaning •  Fiberglass Repair •  Outrigger Polishing
ALL AT GREAT RATES!!

Try our service. Just mention this ad and we’ll wash your 
boat the first time FREE of charge with no obligation!
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WANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION’S 
ACTIVITIES PUBLISHED IN PCS? 
Send information at least 60 days prior to event to: “Events Calendar” Pacific 
Coast Sportfishing, 260 Newport Center Drive, PMB #969, Newport Beach, 
92660  Newport Beach, CA 92660  Fax: 949-650-3459 or 
email GKramer@PCSportfishing.com

CALENDAR n  What’s Up 

JULY 20-23…ICAST IS HEADED BACK TO ORLANDO - ORANGE 
COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER 2021 – Produced by the American 

Sportfishing Association, the International Convention of Allied Sportfishing 

Trades (ICAST) is the world’s largest sportfishing trade show. ICAST continues 

to be the place where the most valuable business relationships are born, 

strengthened and celebrated.

Orlando, home to world class dining and lodging, and the expansive 

Orange County Convention Center (OCCC) have been home to ICAST for 

many years and we are excited to be back. Be sure to include Visit Orlando in 

your ICAST travel planning. 

NOVEMBER 11-13…IGFA SOCAL SWORDFISH OPEN. Hosted by the 

International Game Fish Association, the event will be held out of Newport 

Beach, California. The inaugural, two-day tournament will require strict adher-

ence to IGFA Angling Rules and will have both weight and release categories. 

The official tournament website will be launched in early 2021 and will pro-

vide additional information on the rules, categories, registration, and more.

www.Longfin.com • Exclusive booking agent for Tony Reyes Tours 
www.Tonyreyes.com  • 714-538-8010 or 714-538-5221 

Open 7 days 
Custom Rods • Mexico Fishing License • Rod & Reel Repair 

Southern California’s       
                   Superstore

Come by and visit our 500 sq ft 
Shimano Showroom!

Stock full of all the latest rods, 
reels, lures, tackle bags, 

reel cases, footwear, 
headwear, tools, clothing & more. 

714-538-8010 
longfin123@aol.com    
2730 E. Chapman avEnuE

Orange  •  CA 92869
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LINDGRENPITMAN   |   Pompano Beach, FL   |   954.943.4243
LINDGRENPITMAN.COM

ALL LINDGREN PITMAN ELECTRIC REELS HAVE 
THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRYLEADING FEATURES

Large, backlit digital readout  |  Stop at top  |  Tungsten carbide levelwinder

Cantilevered spool for maximum control  |  30 second, tooless spool changing
Brushless dc motors  |  2 stage drag system  |  Maintence free hardcoat anodized fi nish

CELEBRATING 45 YEARS OF CATCHING MORE FISH!

DEEPDROP  |  TROLLING  |  DREDGE FISHING  |  DAYTIME SWORDFISHING      

*Line Sold Separetly

• 0-100 lbs drag

• 2 speeds (200 and 300fpm)

• Rugged proven reliability

• 0-110 lbs of drag

• 50-400fpm fully variable speed

• Pull off  less fi sh and waste less 
time between drops

• 0-160 lbs of drag

• 50-500fpm fully variable speed

• 24v for use on even the largest of 
sportfi sh boats, no special wiring

• Dominate the dredge game

Made in USA

Lindgren
Pitman
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The Greatest ChangeBoneheads
LOOKING ASTERN n  By Ed Ries 1919-2011

Bonito, once known as the “poor 
man’s tuna,” have always been rat-
ed highly as game fish. While not 

always held in high esteem as food, they 
have, from earliest availability of live bait 
in the mid-1920’s, been the targets of pier 
and barge fishermen. 

Many were taken with long bamboo jackpoles and by 
casting a splasher trailing a feather jig. A net cork with a 
torpedo sinker wedged in the center hole put up a considerable 
wake attractive to the small “boneheads” that used to swarm 
around the many Southland piers in summertime. 

In recent years not many appear in the local fish counts. Is 
their apparent scarcity a mere cyclical phase or are they the 
victims of overfishing? It is known that purse seiners often 
wrap whole schools of the critters.

In the fall of 1966 I fished 13 days with my commercial 
troller during which I caught 793 large bonito that totaled 
nearly three tons. The fish averaged 7.3 pounds and were 
mixed with yellowtail, of which I took 199 weighing from 
12 to 20 pounds.

The fish were schooling two to four miles offshore from the 
San Diego whistler buoy to the Mission Beach jetties. They bit 
fiercely on bone and aluminum jigs dragged at a fairly fast troll 

and all were pulled by hand. Five lines were used, two 
on each outrigger pole and one from the masthead. 
When the fishing was hot I used only three lines and 
shortened them to about four fathoms. Now, that was 
some real bonito fishing!

My fish were bought by the small cannery in 
Mission Bay. At the time mine was the only jig boat 
working the schools and my own trolling days were 
numbered. Small boat market trolling was already 
a dead occupation. Funny thing was the half-day 
boats were fishing inside at the kelp beds scratching 
bass and occasional yellows, but totally unaware of 
the wide open fishing a couple miles further out. n

From a painting of author’s last troller fishing for bonito.

Deckhand John Clawson holds author’s jackpot bonito.

Rare indeed are huge bonito such as this 22-pounder 
taken at Santa Monica in the 1930s.
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Instant Savings must be applied against the agreed-upon selling price of the outboard motor and reflected in the bill of sale. There are no model substitutions, benefit substitutions, rain checks, or extensions. 
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